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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This is a study of the growth of titanium-nitride (TiN) by plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy 
(MBE) for applications in low loss quantum circuits. Titanium nitride is a material known to have low loss 
at microwave frequencies which sees practical use in many emerging quantum device architectures. The 
goal of this research is to investigate improvements in TiN thin films utilizing MBE to produce highly pure, 
highly crystalline films. A review of the theory of superconducting qubits is given and recent 
developments in superconducting qubit research are summarized to elucidate how loss has been 
reduced historically and the importance of materials improvements to the future of scalable quantum 
computation. The dynamics of epitaxial film growth are discussed, focusing on the formation of a 
minimum energy surface, the thermally driven kinetics of atoms deposited on the surface, and how 
these lead to the formation of large scale crystalline domains in the film. An overview of the MBE 
growth chamber is given and the growth procedure for TiN is discussed. Transport and morphology 
measurement results are discussed for MBE TiN where, for optimized growth conditions, films are highly 
crystalline with superconducting transition temperatures(Tc) as high as Tc = 6.1K, matching the value for 
bulk crystals and exceeding all reported thin film values. Microwave loss measurements of transmission 
line resonators fabricated from these films are shown to have low-power quality factors(Q) as high as 
200,000 and an increase to Q = 400,000 at high power, consistent with the saturation of two-level-
systems (TLS) at high power. These results confirm a connection between the high quality crystalline 
materials produced in this work and low loss in quantum circuits. 
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1 Introduction 
Superconducting qubits have been a vibrant area of research over the past decade. 
Improvements in design and materials fabrication have reduced loss in these devices to the 
point where they are nearing the limits required for many practical applications. Materials 
improvements are an important driving force for the reduction in loss in these circuits. In 
particular, titanium nitride has been observed to dramatically improve both resonator quality 
factor (Q) and qubit coherence times. In many systems, more crystalline materials have been 
shown to reduce loss. Highly crystalline materials and interfaces are desirable in these 
applications because they reduce the number of quantum two-level-systems (TLS) defects 
which are prevalent in amorphous materials.  
In this work I have pursued improvements in titanium-nitride (TiN) thin films by growing 
highly crystalline films using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), an ultra-high vacuum technique for 
producing highly pure materials. The growth temperature of our MBE chamber can be varied 
from room temperature up to 1000°C, and activated nitrogen is supplied by a nitrogen plasma 
source to provide a great deal of control over the growth chemistry and the kinetics of 
deposited atoms. By optimizing the growth parameters I have achieved highly pure, highly 
crystalline films, with DC electrical transport limited only by crystalline domain size, and 
superconducting transition temperatures as high as 6.1K, slightly exceeding the values reported 
for even bulk TiN. Microwave loss measurement on these films show great promise, with low-
power resonator quality factor(Q) as high as 180,000. High Q at low power is essential for 
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integrating materials into quantum circuits, where single photon states in microwave 
resonators are required to store quantum information for times as long as microseconds.  
1.1 Thesis Organization 
I will begin in chapter 2 with an overview of superconducting qubits, the theory behind 
them, the problem of Qubit decoherence, and ways it can be reduced and eliminated, in 
particular the promise for improvements in coherence by improving materials. In chapter 3, I 
discuss titanium nitride, its properties, and a review of published results, particularly focused 
on its loss properties in quantum circuits. In chapter 4, I discuss molecular beam epitaxy, a 
method for producing high purity, crystalline thin films, and in chapter 5, I discuss how we 
applied this technique to the titanium nitride system in order to reduce loss in quantum circuits. 
In chapter 6, I provide an overview of the methods we used to characterize TiN thin films, their 
morphology, DC electrical and superconductive properties. In chapter 7, I show the results of 
these film measurements and their dependence on MBE growth parameters. In chapter 8, I 
discuss the techniques used to process these films into microwave resonators, and in chapter 9, 
I report the results of these measurements. Chapter 10 contains some concluding remarks. 
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2 Qubits 
2.1 Introduction 
 A quantum bit, or qubit, is a quantum system with uniquely addressable states which 
can be used as the basis for a quantum computer. Inherent in the name qubit is an analogy to 
classical computing. Where a classical bit can take a value 0 or 1, a quantum bit can exist in a 
superposition of the two states. The general qubit wave-function can be written |Ψ⟩ =
𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜃 2⁄ )|0⟩ + 𝑆𝑖𝑛(
𝜃
2⁄ )𝑒
𝑖𝜙|1⟩ with |0⟩ representing the ground state and |1⟩ the first excited 
state. φ is the phase difference between the states, and θ determines the relative amplitude of 
the states. The ability to form a superposition state is at the heart of many quantum algorithms 
which will provide a speedup over computers running classical algorithms. Speedup is expected 
over classical computation only if the problem can be mapped onto an algorithm in which the 
quantum computer has an advantage. An example of such a problem is the factorization of 
large numbers; Shor’s algorithm utilizes the superposition state and a quantum Fourier 
transform to find the prime factors of a large number much faster than a classical computer [1]. 
Quantum computers are also expected to be useful in simulating quantum systems. By 
controlling the energies and interactions between qubits in a quantum computer it is hoped 
that more complex quantum systems will be able to be simulated far more efficiently than is 
possible with classical computation [2]. 
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2.2 Qubit Requirements: The DiVincenzo Criteria 
Many quantum systems are being pursued as the basis for qubits including trapped ions 
[3], photon polarization states [4], spins trapped in defect states in crystals [5], and 
superconducting quantum circuits [6]. Each of these systems has shown promise in recent years, 
but there remain major hurtles to developing a full scale quantum computer. Any candidate 
system must satisfy a set of five requirements to be turned into a quantum computer; these are 
called the DiVincenzo criteria [7]. They are:  
1: It must have well defined quantum states.  
2: It must be able to be easily initialized into its ground state.  
3: There must exist a set of universal quantum gates to operate on single qubits and 
qubit pairs.  
4: There must be a way to read-out the information stored in a bit.  
5: It must be stable in a given state for a long time compared to the time for logic gates 
and readout operations to take place.  
Several other practical concerns affect the systems chosen for qubits. In particular, 
scalability is a significant hurdle for many systems. While a trapped ion provides an extremely 
isolated quantum state with excited state lifetimes measured in seconds, because of the lasers 
required for cooling and trapping each ion, scaling this system up beyond even a few qubits 
presents many challenges. Superconducting qubits have the opposite problem: well-known 
fabrication techniques developed for the semiconductor industry make scaling to several 
hundred, or thousands of qubits look very promising, but states decay very quickly. State 
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lifetimes have historically been limited to less than 1μs due to the interaction between the 
qubit and defect states in the extended materials of which the qubit is made [8] [9].  
For superconducting qubits the first DiVincenzo requirement is met by the well-defined 
states given by the quantization of energies in a superconducting LC oscillator. The initialization 
requirement is readily achieved by simply waiting for it to come to its ground state due to 
energy relaxation. Interestingly, this is easy in superconducting qubits for the same reasons that 
coherence times are so short: strong coupling to defect states in materials. Because they are 
operated at𝑘𝑇 << ħ𝜔, the qubit can lose energy to the environment, but will almost never 
gain energy from it. As qubit coherence times improve, other schemes to quickly initialize a 
qubit will be necessary, and being able to “turn on” interactions with decohering noise sources 
will become important [10] [11]. The universal set of gate operations for superconducting 
qubits can be built out of single qubit gates and the two qubit controlled-Not gate [12]. Read-
out for superconducting qubits depends greatly on the type of qubit and what variable are used 
to control it. Readout has been dramatically improved in recent years with the advent of 
quantum-non-demolition readout schemes [13]. The primary hurdle for superconducting qubits 
is the short coherence times which arise from interactions with defect states in the extended 
materials of the qubit. 
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2.3 Decoherence 
To discuss decoherence it is helpful to map the state of the qubit onto the surface of the 
Bloch sphere as in Figure 1. The ground state |0⟩ is mapped to the top of a sphere, and the first 
excited state |1⟩ to the bottom. Superposition states can exist on the surface of the sphere, and 
precess around the z-axis at a frequency 𝜔01 corresponding to the energy difference between 
the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states:Δ𝐸01 = ℏ𝜔01. Operations carried out on the qubit involve exposing it to a 
resonant field which causes a deterministic rotation about the x-axis of the Bloch sphere.  This 
can be used to excite the qubit, de-excite it, or put it in a superposition state, depending on the 
Figure 1: The Bloch Sphere: qubit state mapped to the surface of a sphere. The ground 
state |0⟩ is at the top, the excited state |1⟩ is at the bottom. Superposition states lie 
anywhere between. 
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length of the pulse. Ideally the qubit would stay in a superposition state indefinitely as long as it 
is not acted on by the control fields; however, real systems are subject to loss of quantum 
coherence over time. This process, called decoherence, can take two forms: energy relaxation 
and dephasing.  
Energy relaxation is the decay from the excited state to the ground state by emission of a 
photon. This is represented on the Bloch sphere as rotation up towards the ground state. 
Typically qubit designs limit radiative emission into free space; however, localized materials 
defects, with energy differences close to the qubit frequency, and dipole moments to interact 
with the qubits fields, can enhance this emission probability, and absorb energy from the 
excited state. In general, if the qubit is in contact with a bath of such defects at finite 
temperature, it can also absorb energy from these defects, which would also contribute to 
energy relaxation. However, superconducting qubits are typically operated at temperatures less 
than 100mK which putsΔ𝐸01 ≫ 𝑘𝑇, so only emission processes are common.  
Dephasing occurs when the energy difference between the ground state and excited state 
changes. This results is a change in the precession rate around the Bloch sphere. While this 
does not affect the superposition amplitudes directly, it becomes problematic when interacting 
with the qubit. Interactions with the qubit typically require rotations about the Bloch sphere 
and must be performed with precise timing. If the precession rate changes, the timing will be 
off, and the qubit will not be rotated into the expected state. Dephasing will also create 
problems when interacting multiple qubits together; changes in relative phase will cause mixed 
states to evolve differently than expected. Over time as the qubit interacts with other quantum 
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systems around it, its state will decohere, and no longer lie where we expect it to on the Bloch 
sphere.  
The net effect of the qubit interacting with a bath of decoherence sources is to average 
the expected location of the state over a range of θ and φ values moving the state to the 
interior of the Bloch sphere. A completely incoherent state would reside at the center of the 
sphere. Energy relaxation in superconducting qubits will, move the qubit back to the ground 
state over time, but the state it had before it decohered is irretrievably lost.   
Energy relaxation and dephasing can be characterized by the rates Γ1 and Γ𝜙, corresponding to 
the rates at which the system loses coherence due to energy relaxation and dephasing 
respectively. These correspond to the energy relaxation time 𝑇1 =
1
Γ1
 and the dephasing time 
𝑇𝜙 =
1
Γ𝜙
 which are a measure of how long the qubit remains coherent. Though T1 can be 
measured directly, measurements of dephasing are complicated by the fact that energy 
relaxation cannot be isolated from the measurement. Thus decoherence is typically 
characterized by a time T2 related to Tφ by 
1
𝑇2
=
1
2𝑇1
+
1
𝑇𝜙
 which includes both decoherence 
mechanisms. 
Because a single measurement of the qubits state will only place the qubit in the ground 
or excited state, the probability of being in the excited state requires many measurements to 
be made. T1 is measured by repeatedly putting the qubit in the excited state, waiting a fixed 
time interval, and measuring the state of the qubit. In this way the probability that the qubit 
remains in the excited state is measured for a given time. By repeating this process at many 
different values of the time interval, a decay curve can be produced from which T1 can be 
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extracted. T2 is measured using Ramsey fringes; the qubit starts in its ground state, is rotated 
about the x-axis of the Bloch sphere by 
𝜋
2
, allowed to evolve for a time te, and the rotated by 
another 
𝜋
2
 about the x-axis. Again, many measurements are conducted at each te, to determine 
the probability of being in the excited state, and te is varied to determine the decay rate. In the 
absence of decoherence, if te is a multiple of the precession period the qubit will end up in the 
excited state, and if it is a half-integer multiple of the precession period the qubit will end up in 
the ground state. For intermediate times, the qubit will end up in a mixed state. Dephasing will 
cause the qubit state to move in the azimuthal direction between the two rotations, and the 
qubit will not end up where it should after the second rotation. This is seen as a decay of the 
maximum probability (for being entirely in the ground or excited state) and the time constant 
for the decay can be measured as T2.   
 
2.4 Superconductivity 
Before addressing superconducting qubits directly it is important to understand some 
general properties of superconductors and how they make macroscopic quantum circuits 
possible. A full discourse on the topic of superconductivity can be found in [14], [15], or [16], 
but I will summarize the important results as they relate to quantum circuits, and electrical 
transport in thin films. Superconductivity is characterized by the low temperature transition of 
a metal into a zero resistance state, and the expulsion of magnetic field from the metal. The 
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity has explained much of the 
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microscopic nature of superconductivity, while various phenomenological models have 
modeled the behavior of superconducting materials exceptionally well.  
Superconductivity arises due to the pairing of electrons within a crystal lattice. Phonon 
mediated interactions between electrons and the lattice create a net attraction between 
electrons with opposite momenta and spin. Even though it may be incredibly weak, this 
attractive potential leads to a bound state between electrons known as a cooper pair. This 
interaction occurs on a relatively large distance scale known as the superconducting coherence 
length ξ0. In high quality crystals, coherence lengths may be as long as 1µm, much larger than 
typical interatomic spacings, which are on the order of 0.1nm. The effective coherence length 
will be reduced by scattering at crystalline defects or grain boundaries in the material taking a 
value ξ𝑒𝑓𝑓 = (
1
ξ0
+
1
𝑙
)
−1
, where 𝑙 is the mean free path of electrons in the material. Because it is 
mediated by phonons in the crystal lattice, and there is a maximum phonon energy is kbθD (the 
Debye energy), there is a maximum range in k-space over which this interaction can occur. 
Typical Fermi energies are on the order of 1eV, while typical Debye energies are around 10meV 
[14], so cooper pairs form only in a thin shell near the Fermi surface. 
 A cooper pair reduces the energy of the system by an amount 2Δ. Here Δ is a 
phenomenological parameter which will differ for each superconductor depending on the 
details of its Fermi-surface and the phonon dispersion curves determined by its crystal structure. 
Because the energy is reduced, all electrons that are able to pair will do so, and so all electrons 
within Δ of the Fermi surface will be bound into cooper pairs. This forms an energy gap of 2Δ at 
the Fermi surface which must be exceeded in order to break a cooper pair.  The pairs form a 
collective state analogous to a Bose condensate, where the spatially separated fermionic 
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electrons pairs form something like a composite zero-spin boson. Following this analogy, the 
superconductor can be treated as a superfluid coexisting with a normal fluid. The wave function 
of the superfluid is then taken to be Ψ(𝑟) = [𝑛𝑠(𝑟)]
1/2𝑒𝑖𝜃(𝑟) where ns is the density of cooper 
pairs, and 𝜃 = ?⃗⃗? ∙ 𝑟 is their phase. Due to the large overlap between cooper pairs in space, 
there is significant energy reduction when the phase is the same between overlapping pairs. 
Thus the phase of the superfluid will not change much over length scales on the order of the 
superconducting coherence length. It turns out that phonon mediated scattering between 
electrons, which is responsible for pairing, are highly favored to preserve the same net 
momentum. Thus the cooper pairs exist in a collective momentum state, locally all having the 
same phase. This collective state is what is responsible for the zero resistance state in a 
superconductor. A scattering event must contribute enough energy to break a cooper pair, or it 
will not occur. Additionally, a scattering event cannot change the pair momentum, because any 
broken pair that re-forms must re-form with the same momentum as the condensate. Another 
consequence of this is that, because the number of pairs and the phase obey an uncertainty 
relation, and the phase is very precisely known for each pair, the number of cooper pairs in the 
condensate is not well defined. 
As we raise the temperature of the superconductor, the thermal energy of the electrons 
increases. When this energy approaches 2Δ, pair-breaking collisions become more common, 
and the superconducting state breaks down. The temperature at which this happens is called 
the superconducting critical temperature (Tc), and depends on the material. Because of the lack 
of defect scattering, s-wave superconductors, those best described by BCS theory, are expected 
to maintain the same Tc even in the presence of significant crystalline defects or dopant atoms. 
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Superconductivity also breaks down in the presence of strong magnetic fields and high current 
densities, giving rise to a critical field, and critical current density of the superconductor.  
 The phenomenon of superconductivity provides a very powerful tool for fabricating 
quantum circuits. The absence of resistance at low temperatures is important to reduce energy 
dissipation in circuits, but more importantly a superconductor exhibits quantum features at an 
accessible size scale. The superconducting phase is a macroscopic quantum variable, and 
superconducting materials can maintain phase coherence over arbitrarily large distances. This 
phase coherence makes it possible to fabricate devices on a scale large enough to manipulate 
relevant parameters with precision. Typically trace widths in superconducting devices are 0.1-
100 µm while overall device sizes may be 50mm2 or more.       
The Josephson Effect is also important to making superconducting qubits possible. It is 
possible for a cooper pair to tunnel coherently through a weak link between two 
superconductors. The Josephson relations, which govern this interaction, are 𝐼 = 𝐼𝑐 Sin(𝜑), and 
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝑡
=
2𝑒
ℏ
𝑉 where 𝜑 is the difference in the superconducting phase across the junction. An 
applied current, up to a critical value Ic, will flow through the junction without a voltage 
developing, but a phase difference will develop across the junction. A time changing phase 
difference will cause a voltage to develop. Taking a derivative of the first equation and 
substituting in the second yields an inductance 𝐿𝑗 = 𝑉 (
𝑑𝐼
𝑑𝑡
)
−1
=
ℏ
2𝑒𝐼𝑐𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑)
 which is non-linear in 
the phase difference across the junction. The coupling of the two superconductors reduces the 
energy of the system by an amount 𝐸 =
ℏ𝐼𝑐
2𝑒
𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑). This non-linearity is a feature exploited in 
superconducting qubits to create a uniquely addressable ground and excited states. 
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2.5 Superconducting Qubits and Quantum Circuits 
Many qubits systems are built around the low lying energy states within isolated atoms 
trapped in optical traps, or in defect states in a crystal lattice. These systems make use of the 
long lifetimes of excited states in atoms, and the distinct energy level spacings between the 
states. Similarly, a superconducting qubit can be thought of as an artificial atom. Like an atom it 
has well defined and uniquely addressable energy states, and like an atom it can exist in a 
superposition of these states. Unlike an atom, in many superconducting qubits, the energy 
Figure 2: Potential energy for a superconducting LC oscillator with a) inductor and capacitors, 
and b) a Josephson inductance. c) shows the energy level spacing for a) in black, and b) in 
blue. 
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levels are engineered, and can be manipulated by a variety of parameters to suit the 
application. They can be manufactured on a chip, using standard lithography techniques, and 
rapid developments in materials and qubit design are driving coherence times high enough that 
simple calculations are already becoming possible [17]. 
 To understand how a superconducting qubit works I will build up a simple quantum 
circuit from its classical analog: an LC resonant circuit. A loop of wire connects an inductor and 
a capacitor, and energy stored in the circuit moves between them at a characteristic 
frequency 𝜔 =
1
√𝐿𝐶   
. This classical circuit can hold any total energy in a continuum of possible 
values. In a real circuit created with normal metals, resistance in these elements is unavoidable, 
so the oscillation amplitude will also decay over time. If we construct these elements out of 
superconducting metals two things occur: the zero resistance state means that energy stored in 
the circuit will not dissipate into heat(though it may still radiate), and the continuity of the 
superconducting phase, which may differ by only a multiple of 2π around a loop, quantizes the 
energy levels in the circuit. The allowed energies are those of a quantum harmonic oscillator 
𝐸𝑛 = (𝑛 +
1
2
) ħ𝜔 as seen in Figure 2-a. While this circuit contains much of what we need to 
form a qubit, the fact that the energy levels are evenly spaced is a problem. In order to interact 
with the qubit state and cause transitions between the |0⟩ and |1⟩ states we will need to 
irradiate the qubit with photons at a frequency characteristic of the energy difference between 
those states (typically at microwave frequencies in the 1-10 GHz range). If all of the energy 
levels in the resonator have the same spacing, this frequency can also cause a transitions from 
the first excited state to the second, putting the circuit out of the meaningful logical states of a 
qubit. To break the energy difference degeneracy, we can replace the linear inductor in the 
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circuit with a Josephson junction. The Josephson junction has an inductance 𝐿𝑗 =
Φ0
2𝜋𝐼𝑐𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑)
 
which depends non-linearly on ϕ, the difference in the superconducting phase across the 
junction. The junction energy is periodic in phase: 𝑈 =
Φ0𝐼𝑐
2𝜋
(1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜑)). Near 𝜑 = 0 there is 
a potential well which is not quadratic, and so the energy levels are no longer evenly spaced. 
Thus, this circuit can be operated as a qubit by irradiating the circuit at a frequency which 
addresses only the transition between the ground and first excited states. Real Josephson 
junctions are typically fabricated out of superconductor-insulator-superconductor tri-layers 
which have their own internal capacitance which will add to any external capacitance in the 
circuit. The external superconducting loop is not always necessary because the junction 
capacitance and inductance are already in parallel, however, it is a common feature of many 
qubit designs because it allows the magnetic flux, and hence the junction phase, to be 
manipulated with an external magnetic field bias.   
 The variables relevant to quantum circuits are charge on a capacitive element q, and 
flux through an inductive loop φ. These are conjugate variables whose operators satisfy the 
commutation relation[?̂?, ?̂?] = 𝑖ℏ. An equivalent representation, helpful when dealing with 
Josephson junctions, is to use N, the number of cooper pairs on one side of the junction, and ϕ, 
the phase difference across the junction, which satisfy the relation [?̂?, ?̂?] = 𝑖. These pairs of 
variables are typically what govern the qubit energy landscape, and are used as control 
variables in the various qubit designs.  
With a relatively small set of circuit elements a wide variety of different types of qubits 
have been designed. The general circuit is a Josephson junction, schematically treated as a 
Josephson inductance in parallel with its own self capacitance, can have external inductors and 
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capacitors placed in parallel. The relative sizes of these components account for most of the 
differences between qubit types. The relevant energy scales in the system are the Josephson 
coupling energy 𝐸𝐽 =
ℏ𝐼𝐶
2𝑒
, the capacitive charging energy of the Josephson junction capacitor 
𝐸𝐶 =
(2𝑒)2
2𝐶𝐽
, and energies associated with the external inductor and capacitor [18]. The general 
form of the Hamiltonian for a Josephson junction is ?̂? = 𝐸𝑐?̂?
2 − 𝐸𝐽𝐶𝑜𝑠(?̂?) [19]. This can also 
be written in terms of the charge and flux, and including contributions from the external circuit 
elements we have a general Hamiltonian: 
?̂? =
?̂?2
2(𝐶𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝐶𝑗)
+
?̂?2
2𝐿
− 𝐸𝐽𝐶𝑜𝑠 (
2𝑒
ℏ
?̂?) 
 External capacitors in parallel add to the junction capacitance, changing Ec , and external 
inductances L (including circuit loops) contribute terms quadratic in the flux through the 
inductor.   
2.6 Combatting Decoherence in Superconducting Qubits 
One of the most interesting features of superconducting qubits is their size and 
accessibility to fabrication. While typically quantum systems are small, comprised of a few 
interacting particles on atomic scales (<1nm), superconducting qubits are fabricated on 
macroscopic chips(>1mm) out of many(>1018) atoms. The large size scale of superconducting 
qubits is a tremendous asset, because it allows for components which are large enough to be 
fabricated by standard optical or e-beam lithography techniques. However, the large scale also 
contributes to the primary obstacle for superconducting qubits: decoherence. The extended 
qubit materials can be host to defect states which can absorb energy from the qubit, or change 
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the qubit energy splitting causing decoherence. Historically this has led to superconducting 
qubits with very short coherence times, and improving coherence times is the primary goal of 
most superconducting qubit research. 
In general there are three ways to combat decoherence: shielding from external noise 
sources, designing the qubit to be insensitive to particular types of noise, and changing the 
materials composing the qubit to reduce the overall number of noise sources. Shielding 
superconducting qubits from external noise is usually quite easily accomplished by the same 
refrigeration system required to cool the qubit to operating temperatures (<100mK). The low 
temperature keeps local thermal radiation from disrupting the qubit and the refrigerator body 
will shield from external noise sources. Careful filtering of measurement lines can keep 
extraneous heat and electrical noise from reaching the qubit through the electrical connections 
as well. Qubit design changes and materials improvements have both given rise to tremendous 
improvements in coherence times over the last decade. Overall the goal of most qubit designs 
is to limit the sensitivity of the qubit state to particular types of noise that may couple to the 
qubit. This may involve radical changes to the potential energy landscape of the qubit, or simply 
making the various qubit components smaller physically, so they interact with fewer noise 
sources, or larger so that they interact with those noise sources more weakly. Materials 
improvements have also greatly improved qubit coherence times in recent years. Changing the 
materials themselves, the quality of the chosen materials, and processing techniques have all 
been shown to affect qubit coherence times. My efforts have focused on materials 
improvements, in particular trying to address noise sources which decrease T1 times. 
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2.6.1 Qubit Design 
Historically, the three primary types of qubits are charge, flux, and phase. The name of 
each type comes from the control variable in that system; the system is biased at a value of this 
variable which yields first order insensitivity to fluctuations. This is also typically the variable 
which is used to interact with the system for readout and gate operations. Early efforts to 
create qubits were limited primarily be charge noise, which is due to fluctuating offset charges 
on the capacitors in the circuit, which randomly change the qubit energy and cause dephasing. 
The three primary qubit designs came about primarily to address charge noise, and to provide 
sufficient non-linearity to operate as qubits. Additional variations on these designs   
Charge qubits are circuits composed of two superconducting islands connected by a 
Josephson junction. The control variable here is the gate charge Ng on the junction capacitance 
which is controlled with a voltage bias. By operating with a voltage bias at the degeneracy point 
at Ng=1/2 (where the energies for 0 cooper pairs and 1 cooper pair on the island are equal), 
charge qubits are made insensitive in first order to fluctuations in the charge on the junction 
capacitor. At a constant value of N the potential for a charge qubit is sinusoidal in ϕ, the 
junction phase difference, which provides the non-linearity for the qubit energy states.  
Flux qubits consist of a superconducting loop broken by one or more Josephson 
junctions. Here the flux through the loop is fixed at a degeneracy point, where the qubit energy 
is insensitive to fluctuations in this flux. Flux qubits remove sensitivity to charge fluctuations by 
making 𝐸𝐽 𝐸𝐶 ≫ 1⁄ , so that the first term in the Hamiltonian is negligible. The loop inductance 
provides an additional term to the Hamiltonian which is quadratic in flux, so that the total 
potential is a combination of sinusoidal and quadratic terms. Typically, when biased at 𝜙0 2⁄  
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(half a flux quantum), this provides a double-well potential near the bias point whose energies 
are non-linearly spaced. Flux qubits may use additional Josephson junctions with much larger 
area (and hence larger critical current, which gives the potential a higher amplitude and much 
slower response to changes in flux) to increase the inductance of the circuit without increasing 
the dimensions of the superconducting loop. In this case the “quadratic” term is replaced by 
another sinusoidal term, but near the operating point, it is approximately quadratic.  
Phase qubits are Junctions operated with a current bias. Like flux qubits they have 
𝐸𝐽 𝐸𝐶 ≫ 1⁄  to reduce charge noise. The bias current adds a term to the Hamiltonian which is 
linear in the phase difference ϕ. The overall potential is then that of a tilted sine wave. The 
current bias is then adjusted so that within any given well there are two energy levels, and one 
set of these may be used as the qubit energies.   
In addition to this standard set of superconducting qubits, a wide variety of variations 
have become popular each improving some aspect of these standard qubit designs. In 
particular the transmon qubit, which is based off of the charge qubit, and a variation of the 
transmon inside a 3D cavity called the 3D transmon have shown remarkable improvements in 
coherence times over older designs. A transmon is essentially a charge qubit shunted by a large 
capacitance to make 𝐸𝐽 𝐸𝐶~100⁄ . It was discovered that increasing the ratio of energies to this 
degree reduces the qubit’s sensitivity to charge fluctuations, but retains the essential 
anharmonicity required for qubit operation [20]. The sensitivity to charge is so low, in fact, that 
it is no longer necessary to voltage bias the junction at all, which eliminates the potentially 
noisy voltage bias connection. Transmons are typically capacitively coupled to a microwave 
transmission line resonator to facilitate interaction with and non-destructive readout of the 
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qubit [21]. The charge qubit had coherence times around 1ns, the improvements of the 
transmon geometry took coherence times higher than 1μs [22]. The 3D transmon, rather than 
coupling to a planar resonator, is coupled to a three-dimensional cavity. Though the surface 
area of the cavity is larger in this arrangement, the field strength at this surface is much smaller, 
so defects on these surfaces couple much less strongly to the qubit, reducing loss [23]. 3D 
transmons with coherence times as high as 100μs have been fabricated [24]. 
With the dramatic improvements in coherence times with the 3D transmon, it has 
become a popular qubit geometry to study. However, the 3D transmon geometry dramatically 
increases the size of a single qubit, making it significantly less scalable. Because they must be 
cooled in a dilution refrigerator to function, space is at a premium, and it is a significant 
engineering challenge to make refrigerators large enough to store even tens of qubits. Wiring 
thousands of 3D transmons together to make a useful computer seems impractical. However, 
the 3D transmon geometry highlights some important results. By substantially reducing the 
coupling to decoherence sources in the microwave resonator, it illustrates the limiting factor in 
the planar geometry is the transmission line resonator itself, not the amorphous materials of 
the Josephson junction barrier, or any other noise sources. So, work to understand and reduce 
materials related decoherence in 2D geometries is important for the future of scalable quantum 
computation.  
2.6.2 Materials Origin of Decoherence 
 The exact causes for all sources of decoherence are not well known. One common 
model for understanding both dephasing and energy relaxation is the coupling of the qubit to a 
bath of microscopic two level systems (TLSs). Research into the characteristics of noise in a 
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wide variety of superconducting qubit systems has revealed a common low frequency 1/f 
dependence of the noise power [25]. Measurements have revealed similar noise behavior in 
several variables including critical current noise in junctions [26], and flux noise in 
superconducting loops [27]. 1/f noise is consistent with the presence of TLSs in the amorphous 
materials at interfaces, surfaces, and dielectric barriers in the qubit. TLSs are microscopic states 
which can interact with qubits in a number of ways depending on the type of qubit and the 
nature of the TLS. Though the precise microscopic nature of the TLSs is unknown, several 
hypothetical interactions have been proposed and research is ongoing to identify and eliminate 
TLS sources. TLS noise sources are relevant to both dephasing, where the qubit energy changes 
randomly, and energy relaxation, where the qubit loses energy to the environment.  
Dephasing typically involves a TLS affecting any of the variables which determine the 
qubit energy, which may be intrinsic to the circuit, or due to the external bias parameters. 
Charge traps in amorphous Josephson junction barriers are believed to be the cause of critical 
current noise. If a quasiparticle is trapped in the barrier it will change the critical current of the 
junction which changes the qubit frequency and causes dephasing. Single electron spins 
trapped in dielectrics or metal induced gap states(MIGS) are a potential source of flux noise. 
These spins can flip up to down in a bias field and cause changes in the flux through a 
superconducting loop thereby shifting the bias of a flux qubit which changes its energy splitting.  
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TLSs can also couple to the qubit via electromagnetic fields and absorb energy 
incoherently from the qubit causing energy relaxation. Several candidates for the exact nature 
of the TLSs have been proposed, and different qubit geometries will be susceptible to different 
Figure 3: schematic qubit loop, and overlap junction showing 
materials driven decoherence sources, and locations of possible 
TLS defects. Image modified from [22]. 
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types of TLSs. One candidate is spatially separated charge traps, with differing energies, which 
can interact with some qubits via a dipole moment. An ion or electron stuck in such a trap can 
tunnel to the other nearby trap by absorbing a photon from the qubit. These traps could occur 
at locations of defects in crystals where an atom has two nearby locations with similar energies. 
O-H rotors are other potential source for two level systems that might affect qubit coherence.  
The nature of TLS loss seen in qubits suggests that the current limitation on T1 is from 
TLSs in amorphous materials at surfaces and interfaces [28]. While bulk losses are also possible, 
they are not currently a limiting factor. The materials which might host TLS defects are located 
at the substrate-metal interface, the metal-air interface, and the substrate-air interface. The 
quality of these interfaces are all highly influenced by the materials chosen for the substrate 
and the film, the details of the deposition procedures, and the processing techniques used in 
fabricating the qubit.   
Microwave transmission line resonators, which are used both as components in qubit 
circuits, and as a test bed for materials improvements, can couple to the same types of TLS 
defects that cause energy relaxation in qubits. The fields from the resonator can interact with a 
dipole moment in the TLS and cause energy to transfer to the TLS where it is incoherently 
dissipated. The relatively simple geometry of resonators makes them a good starting point for 
materials work aimed at improving qubit coherence. 
Simulations of the interaction of microwave resonators and TLS defects located on the 
various surfaces and interfaces of the structure have shown that defects on the substrate-air 
interface in the resonator trench is an important contributor to decoherence [29]. Even though 
it is not directly in contact with the current carrying film, this interface sits directly in the strong 
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fields of the resonator and TLS defects here have a substantial impact on coherence times. 
Experiments involving deep trenching of silicon substrates, to move the substrate-air interface 
away from the resonator have been successful in improving resonator Qs [30] [31]. 
Because TLS defects exist primarily in amorphous materials at barriers and interfaces, 
efforts to improve qubit materials have focused primarily on producing more crystalline 
interfaces and improving processing techniques which affect these interfaces. In particular, 
growing highly crystalline metals on properly conditioned substrates has greatly improved 
resonator Q [32]. Efforts to produce crystalline barriers for Josephson junctions are also being 
pursued. Though the superconducting material itself does not, in principle, affect the number 
of TLS defects, there are a number of important factors which make materials choice important. 
Traditionally qubits were made out of Niobium, a superconductor with a TC of 9.3K, with 
Aluminum-Oxide Josephson barriers. However, fabrication of these devices out of “trilayer” 
films is a complicated process involving many processing steps, barrier dielectrics and 
additional “wire-up” layers. Efforts to simplify processing led to the adoption of shadow-
evaporation techniques with entirely aluminum devices. Here an Al base layer is deposited in a 
lift-off scheme, exposed to oxygen to form an aluminum oxide barrier, and then a second 
aluminum layer is deposited at a different angle. The overlap between the two Al layers, with 
the oxide between them forms the Josephson junction. This technique has been invaluable for 
fabricating small area Josephson junctions with minimal processing. Additionally, the switch to 
all Al devices has improved coherence times overall compared to Nb. This is somewhat 
surprising given that Al has a TC of only 1.2K, and one might expect a larger number of thermally 
excited quasi-particles than Nb at the same temperature. However, Nb has been observed to 
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have a larger density of sub-gap states than Al, which corresponds to more thermally excited 
quasi-particles and shorter coherence times [33].  
2.7 Resonators 
 Materials work has shown promise in improving both T1 and T2. However, because 
dephasing is caused by energy level changes in a qubit, it is difficult to measure materials 
effects without constructing a full qubit. It is time consuming to develop new materials 
processes, however, so it is helpful to have an intermediate device structure that can help to 
evaluate T1 times quickly. Superconducting microwave transmission line resonators are a simple 
test device which are sensitive to the same TLS driven energy relaxation as qubits, but they can 
be fabricated in a much simpler process than a full qubit. 
 Superconducting coplanar waveguide resonators are a device structure which finds 
many applications in qubit circuits. The device geometry is a narrow strip of superconductor 
capacitively coupled at either or both ends to a microwave feed line. The center trace is set off 
from a superconducting ground plane by an etched trench. The length of the resonator 
corresponds to either a quarter, or half of the wavelength of the microwave photons stored in 
it. Superconducting resonators have been shown to have very low loss at microwave 
frequencies [32] [34] [35]. The loss at low power is low enough that excitations of single 
photons in microwave cavities are stable over long time scales. The loss in a microwave 
resonator is typically characterized by the quality factor (Q) of the resonator. Q is a measure of 
the rate of energy loss in the resonator, or equivalently at low power, a measure of how many 
oscillations a photon will make in the resonator before it is emitted. Q is large for high quality 
resonators, and limited, at low power, by coupling to TLS defect states in its materials. From the 
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resonator Q we can calculate the lifetime of a photon in the resonator as 𝜏 =  
𝑄
𝜔
 where ω is the 
fundamental frequency of the resonator.  
Q is typically measured by applying a microwave signal at one resonator lead and 
measuring the output signal at the other lead to obtain the transmission coefficient S21. By 
measuring at many frequencies, a spectrum is obtained which peaks at the resonant frequency 
of the circuit. In this measurement, loss widens the resonant peak and Q can be extracted as 
𝑄 =  
𝑓0
Δ𝑓
 where f0 is the fundamental resonant frequency and Δf is the width (FWHM) of the 
resonant peak. This measurement yields QL, the “loaded” Q of the circuit, which is a 
combination of Qint the “internal” Q of the resonator, and Qext the Q of the external coupling 
circuit which are related by 
1
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑡
=
1
𝑄𝐿
−
1
𝑄𝑒𝑥𝑡
. The internal Q is due to the properties of the 
resonator itself, and is what we are primarily concerned with. The internal Q can be extracted 
from fits to the transmission resonance peak, and the phase shift passing through resonance 
[36] [37]. 
2.7.1 Resonator Applications in Quantum Circuits 
Resonators can be coupled to qubits in what is called circuit QED [38]. Circuit quantum 
electrodynamics or circuit QED is a technique that has developed recently on the idea that a 
qubit may be coupled to a resonator to facilitate interaction with the qubit. Here, in an analog 
to cavity QED where an atom is trapped in an optical cavity, a qubit is capacitively coupled to a 
microwave resonator. With the qubit and resonator frequencies matched, the density of states 
in the resonator at its fundamental frequency is much larger than that of the vacuum. Thus the 
qubit has a much greater probability to emit into the cavity than anywhere else. This emission is 
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coherent, and photons which are emitted may transfer back into the qubit as well without loss 
of coherence. If the qubit energy does not match the frequency of the resonator it will have a 
much lower probability to emit into the cavity.  
A resonator can coherently store a qubit state potentially forming the basis for quantum 
memory [39] . Because the qubit energy can be tuned by various control parameters, it can be 
brought into or out of communication with the cavity. When the resonator frequency matches 
the qubit frequency the photon state in the qubit can coherently transfer to the resonator. This 
facilitates use of resonators as a communications bus between qubits, or as a means of long-
term storage of quantum information if the loss in the resonator can be reduced sufficiently. 
This can also facilitate quantum non-demolition measurement of the qubit state. An off-
resonance qubit in its excited state will shift the resonant frequency of the cavity, which can be 
probed without changing the qubit state.   
Due to their similar response to TLS noise sources, resonators are also useful in 
evaluating loss characteristics of materials and processing techniques [30] [40]. In high quality 
resonator measurements, loss is seen to increase at low drive power. This has been explained 
by the coupling of the resonator to a bath of TLSs in the same way that degrades qubit T1 [28] 
[41]. At high microwave drive power, the bath of TLSs becomes saturated with all TLSs in the 
excited state. They can no longer absorb any energy so loss is decreased. Because qubits may 
need to transfer single photon states into resonators for storage, it is important to have 
materials which have low loss even at very low power. For this reason, Q is typically reported in 
the asymptotic limit approaching the energy of a single photon. Increased Q at high power is 
then a strong indicator that a measured resonator is limited by TLS defects, not other loss 
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sources. These resonator loss measurements are probing both the materials and interfaces of 
the superconducting resonator and substrate, as well as the effects of processing on any of 
these interfaces. Materials improvements from these simpler measurements can be fed back 
into full qubit fabrication. 
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3 Titanium Nitride 
3.1 Overview 
 Titanium nitride (TiN) is a refractory metal with many interesting properties. It is well 
known for its hardness and biocompatibility and has been used as a wear resistant coating in 
many industries for decades. It is also a superconductor with a bulk Tc of 6.0K. When disorder is 
introduced into TiN thin films, they undergo a metal-insulator transition. Superconductivity can 
be maintained in these films resulting in a superconductor-insulator transition at Tc. Recent 
work has demonstrated that TiN is a low loss material at microwave frequencies, and it is 
finding applications in microwave resonators for qubits, and microwave kinetic inductance 
detectors.  
TiN has a rock-salt crystal structure with a lattice constant of 4.24Å as shown in Figure 4. 
The Ti atoms in this lattice form a face-centered-cubic (FCC) lattice, and the N atoms form an 
identical lattice displaced along the (100) direction. This means that each Ti atom is surrounded 
by six N atoms, one along each coordinate direction. Ti and Nitrogen show up in a 1:1 ratio in 
this lattice structure so chemically pure (or stoichiometric) TiN will be 50% Ti and 50% N. 
Insufficient nitrogen is believed to cause vacancies in the lattice, while additional nitrogen can 
be present substitutionaly at Ti-atom sites without changing the overall phase of the crystal 
structure. This leads to a crystal structure which is very stable over a large range of nitrogen 
concentrations. As the concentration varies, the lattice constant has been consistently 
observed to decrease for both super-stoichiometric, and sub-stoichiometric TiN [42]. 
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 Because of its cubic structure, TiN has two generally preferred growth orientations: (100) 
and (111). In the (100) orientation one of the cubic axes is normal to the surface of the film. 
This corresponds to crystalline planes with square symmetry, and a square lattice at the surface. 
This surface is chemically stable, with Ti and N occurring in a 1:1 ratio. In the (111) orientation, 
the diagonal axis of the cubic lattice is normal to the surface, and crystalline planes have a 
triangular symmetry. In the (111) direction each successive plane consists entirely of Ti or N 
atoms in a triangular array. 
 
 
Figure 4: Titanium Nitride lattice structure. a) TiN unit cell: two interpenetrating face-centered-
cubic lattices. b) the crystal planes along the (100)-direction, and c) the crystal planes along the 
111 direction Ti-plane chown(planes alternate Ti and N). Dashed lines in middle figures indicate 
lattice planes, and a top down view to the right shows the atomic positions within the plane.  
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3.2 A Review of TiN Results in the Literature 
 Replacing aluminum resonators in a qubit with TiN resonators has been shown to 
improve qubit coherence time in 2D transmons from 20μs to 60μs [43]. Though the highest 
reported Qs for both Al and TiN resonators are about 106, the details of the film properties are 
different. On aluminum the highest Q’s were achieved by careful substrate preparation and a 
crystalline morphology on sapphire substrates [32]. However, with TiN, the best resonator Q’s 
were achieved with polycrystalline films on Silicon substrates [34] [40]. The exact mechanism 
for the low loss in TiN is not known. Initial interest was sparked by the idea that the stable 
nitrided surface would limit surface oxidation reducing the density of TLS defects on the surface 
[22]. However, it turns out that TiN is well known to form a surface oxide a few nm thick [44]. 
The precise mechanism is unknown, but the low loss may be due to the surface oxide, or 
substrate interface having intrinsically fewer TLS defects than Aluminum. 
 Bulk crystals of TiN are prepared by high temperature (1600°C) chemical vapor 
deposition. This can produce large, highly pure crystals of TiN. The highest Tc reported with this 
method is 6.0K [45] [46]. However, these highly three-dimensional bulk crystals are not suitable 
to microfabrication. Though TiN thin films have been grown by many methods, including atomic 
layer deposition (ALD), pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and chemical vapor deposition (CVD), the 
most common approach to growing TiN films for low loss quantum circuits has been reactive 
sputtering. In this process, an Argon/Nitrogen plasma is used to sputter a titanium target. The 
Ar/N ions in the plasma are accelerated towards the Ti target and two things occur: the 
activated Nitrogen in the plasma reacts with the Titanium target to form TiN and the impact of 
Ar/N atoms with the target causes TiN to be ejected towards the substrate. The Ar/N ratio can 
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be adjusted to affect the reaction rate at the target (and hence the stoichiometry of the film) 
and the overall Ar/N pressure can be adjusted to change the sputtering rate. Argon is non-
reactive, and for the most part, will not be incorporated into the film, while the reactive 
nitrogen from the plasma will strongly react with titanium. 
Films produced by reactive sputtering have shown low loss in resonators, and improved 
coherence in qubit circuits [34] [40] [43]. It has been demonstrated that Tc can be controlled 
over a range from 0.7-4.5K by adjusting the nitrogen content of the chamber gas [47]. This has 
the effect of changing the percentage of nitrogen in the film and typically the lowest resistivity 
films and highest TC are achieved when the stoichiometry is correct(1:1 Ti:N). Films with Tc of 
4.5K have been produced both at 500°C, and at room temperature by achieving the correct 
stoichiometry [47] [48]. Comparisons between films sputtered on silicon and sapphire 
substrates have shown Si, especially with a SiN buffer layer, to improve resonator Q [34]. This 
was attributed to the reduced strain in polycrystalline films. Typically films grown on Si are 
polycrystalline, but recent results have shown that by increasing the growth temperature to 
800°C, highly crystalline films with Tc up 5.4K and RRR of 3.7 produced on Si [49].    
 The growth method I have pursued, plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy(MBE), has 
been reported before with TiN grown on MgO by Krockenberger et al. [50]. These results show 
highly crystalline, very flat, films with Tc up to 5.25K and RRR of 11.5. At low growth 
temperature no superconductivity was observed, and as the growth temperature was raised 
above 700°C a sharp increase in RRR was observed along with the onset of superconductivity. 
The sharp improvement was speculated to result from the removal of nitrogen vacancies from 
the film at high temperature. My work on Si and sapphire substrates suggests a different 
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interpretation, but shows similarly increased Tc and RRR at high temperature. My films do not 
stop superconducting even at low growth temperatures, which I believe is due to a lower 
nitrogen flow rate, and overall less nitrogen incorporated into the films at low temperature. 
While crystalline TiN films have been produced on MgO by a variety of methods, qubits 
produced on this substrate have had comparatively low coherence times [49]. MgO is known to 
react strongly with air, and even if the substrate is kept pristine before growth, it will inevitably 
be exposed during processing. Thus, a method to achieve crystalline growth on high resistivity 
Si or sapphire, which are known to have low loss, is desirable. 
 Though, to date, the highest resonator Q’s have been reported with polycrystalline TiN 
films on Si substrates, even the crystalline films produced on Si and sapphire have consisted of 
small oriented domains, not large scale crystals. Lateral grain size is less commonly reported, 
but may have a strong impact on the transport properties of thin films. As the grain size 
increased, the influence of grain boundaries is reduced and the impact of this on resonator Q is 
unknown. Though the grain boundaries in the volume of the film are not likely to contribute to 
noise, at the films surface oxidation is known to proceed more deeply into grain boundaries of 
films. If these oxides are host to TLS defects, the thicker oxide would be expected to be a source 
of greater loss in films with smaller domains, and hence a larger density of grain boundaries. In 
addition to large crystalline domains, the film must remain relatively flat. Large scale height 
variations can make fabrication difficult or impossible, and height variations can produce 
variations in transport properties across the film. 
Accomplishing crystalline growth on both sapphire and silicon substrates via plasma 
assisted MBE has comprised the bulk of my research. Understanding the growth chemistry of 
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this method has played a crucial role in achieving highly crystalline films of TiN. On sapphire I 
have achieved TC=5.8K, and RRR = 15. On Si I have achieve TC=6K in thin films, matching 
reported values for bulk TiN, and RRR as high as 20, significantly higher than is reported for 
other thin films of TiN. Films on sapphire are flat, but have small oriented grains for most 
growth parameters. Films on silicon can have large grains whose height variation can be 
controlled by the growth parameters.  
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4 Molecular Beam Epitaxy 
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a physical vapor deposition technique widely utilized 
for growth of crystalline thin films of materials over a wide range of applications. A substrate, 
cut from a highly crystalline bulk material, is placed in the path of an evaporated beam of atoms 
or molecules from one or more source materials and a film of a compound material steadily 
accumulates, or “grows”, on the surface of the substrate.  A common goal in producing thin 
films of metals, semiconductors, or insulators is to create a film which is highly crystalline, 
maintaining the same lattice parameters and lattice orientation across a relatively large 
substrate area or film volume. The term “epitaxy”, refers to the growth of a crystalline film 
whose lattice orientation has a fixed relation to the substrate lattice orientation. While an MBE 
chamber can provide an excellent environment for creating highly pure crystalline films of 
single-element metals, the technique truly shines when applied to the growth of more 
complicated compounds. The precision and cleanliness required to produce the layered 
structures of complex oxide superconductors is unmatched by any other technique. It is this 
precise control over growth chemistry which I have sought to apply to the growth of TiN in this 
work. 
4.1 Achieving Epitaxial Crystalline Growth 
In general, the growth of crystalline films is governed by two factors: the minimization 
of surface free energy, and the kinetics of molecules on the films surface. In equilibrium, the 
film will attempt to grow in such a way that the free energy is minimized. The free energy 
involves contributions from surface, interface and volume free energies, as well as strain, and 
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defect energies. The free energy is minimized in equilibrium, and the various contributions 
change in importance as the growth proceeds. For thick films, energetic concerns favor very 
large single crystals formed by ripening processes. However, kinetic effects, which govern the 
ability of atoms to move to find the lowest energy configuration, will have a significant effect 
how far atoms can move to find a low energy location. Kinetic effects involve the energy 
barriers atoms encounter as they move across the film surface, and are highly dependent on 
the temperature, the growth rate and the chemistry at the film surface. The growth kinetics will 
determine how large grains become and whether films grow in two or three-dimensional 
modes.  
MBE provides a great deal of control over the chemical reaction taking place at the 
substrate surface. This reaction is ongoing as the film grows and is typically characterized by a 
thermally driven reaction rate. A particularly important complication to this reaction is that, as 
solid materials continue to accumulate on the surface, it buries the atoms of the previous layer. 
So if the rate of deposition of the various materials is not ideal, the resulting film can be 
deficient or in excess in one or more of its constituent elements. Additionally, if the overall rate 
is too high, even a film with the correct chemistry may not be highly crystalline. The mobility of 
atoms on the surface of the growing film is higher than for those within the volume, so if there 
is not enough time for the atoms on the surface to diffuse to their lowest energy configuration, 
they will be buried in the film volume and the film will be left with crystalline defects. In MBE, 
growth chemistry is controlled by adjusting the flux of material impinging on the substrate and 
controlling the substrate temperature to control the mobility of atoms on the surface. 
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4.1.1 Energetics of Film Growth 
 The initial growth mode will be governed by the interfacial free-energy. There are free 
energies associated with the surfaces of the substrate 𝛾𝑠 and the film 𝛾𝑓 as well as an energy 
associated with the substrate-film interface 𝛾𝑖. The total change in areal free energy density of 
the system for covering an area of the substrate with film is then Δ𝛾 = 𝛾𝑓 + 𝛾𝑖 − 𝛾𝑠 [51]. The 
initial stages of growth will be dominantly two-dimensional if Δ𝛾 < 0; the energy density is 
reduced by the addition of the film. This is referred to as a wetting layer: the film is 
energetically favored to cover the substrate completely. The initial growth will be three-
dimensional if Δ𝛾 > 0; the energy density is increased by the addition of the film. This is non-
wetting and will likely result in the initial stages of growth being rough three-dimensional 
islands, or even in the film “balling-up” on the substrate surface. Three dimensional islands will 
tend to minimize energy by reducing both the contact area with the substrate and the surface 
area of the island. 
 As growth proceeds out of the initial layers the energy associated with the film strain to 
the substrate become important. Because the crystal lattice of the film is not generally matched 
to the substrate, when the first layers of the film are formed they will be stretched or 
compressed to better fit the substrate lattice. There is an increase in energy for straining the 
film in this way, and it will increase as the thickness of the strained film increases. Because of 
this, as films become thicker and strain energy increases, they tend shift to three dimensional 
growth modes which reduce surface energy. Additionally, crystalline dislocations can form 
which reduce the strain on the film by adding or removing a column of atoms from the film 
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lattice to allow further growth to proceed with a lattice spacing closer to the ideal film lattice. 
These processes are summarized visually in Figure 5. 
Because the strain energy increases as the film becomes thicker, there is a tendency for 
thicker films to become more three-dimensional, reducing the energy of the system and 
relieving strain. The process of forming larger three-dimensional grains can occur by two 
general processes: coalescence, and ripening. Coalescence occurs when two existing grains 
grow into one another. This is easily accomplished when the grains have the same registry to 
the substrate, the gap between them is simply filled by new atoms. However, if the grains do 
not meet the substrate with the same orientation, or are shifted laterally by one row along the 
lattice, grains may not be able to coalesce, and if they do they will incorporate crystalline 
defects where they connect. Ostwald Ripening is a process whereby one grain becomes smaller 
as its atoms are transferred to the larger grain, this is energetically favorable because the 
smaller island has a lower surface area for its volume than the larger island and thus it is easier 
Figure 5: relaxation of strain in a heteroepitaxial system. a) Thin epitaxial layers can 
uniformly strain to the film. As the film thickens strain energy increases and may be relieved 
by island formation as in b). Strain may be further reduced by the introduction of 
dislocations into the islands as in c). Figures from [66]. 
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for atoms to leave this surface. Because larger grains reduce the systems energy, there is no 
energetic limit to their size; however, kinetic effects will limit the rate at which material can 
transfer between grains as the growth proceeds. 
4.1.2 Kinetics of Film Growth 
The kinetics of film growth are governed primarily by the surface mobility of deposited 
atoms on the film. Before they are locked into place by succeeding layers, surface atoms (or 
adatoms) are able to move around the surface at rates dependent on the temperature, and the 
energy barriers they encounter between locations on the surface. This surface mobility plays an 
important role in determining the crystallinity of the film. If the deposited atoms do not have 
the energy to diffuse across the substrate, they will remain stuck where they initially contacted 
the film. The mobility of different elements along different crystal planes may be different.  
There is typically a potential barrier for an atom to hop to a neighboring lattice site 
which is characterized by an energy Es. This energy determines the temperature dependence of 
the diffusivity across that surface as 𝐷 = 𝐷0𝑒
−𝐸𝑠 𝑘𝑇⁄ . Additionally when an atom moves across 
the surface it will encounter step edges where the next layer of atoms has already accumulated. 
If there is not enough thermal energy, the atom will not be able to move to the higher surface 
even if that would decrease the overall energy of the surface. This effect is characterized by the 
Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, and this will govern the rate of diffusion onto steps [51]. This Surface 
mobility can be increased by increasing the substrate temperature, but the average distance an 
atom can travel may also be increased by decreasing the deposition rate. Either of these 
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changes will allow atoms to move further along the surface before they are locked into place by 
the next layer of deposited atoms.  
4.1.3 Control Over Growth by MBE 
Some of the primary impediments to the growth of crystalline films are contamination, 
lattice matching, and the mobility of deposited atoms on the substrate surface. Contamination 
from the growth environment will be incorporated into the film and disrupt the regular 
crystalline array of the film, preventing high quality crystal growth. Without good lattice 
matching, the film does not have a preferred orientation, so grains of the film in different 
locations will have different orientations, and where the grains meet, they cannot merge. 
Insufficient surface mobility will keep atoms where they initially strike, unable to move to the 
more energetically favorable position of a crystalline material. This section will summarize how 
these challenges are met with MBE. 
Contamination can effect crystal growth in a number of ways. If the substrate is 
contaminated before the growth starts, the films crystal structure will not properly register to 
the substrate preventing large scale crystal growth. Once a rough layer is introduced in the 
growth, it is nearly impossible to recover epitaxy. If there is background contamination in the 
growth environment, this may be incorporated into the film. At low concentration this will add 
impurities to the film, and at higher concentrations may change the chemical composition and 
crystalline order of the film entirely. To address contamination, MBE films are grown in a ultra-
high-vacuum chamber, with a low base pressure, so that atmospheric contaminants are 
minimized. While other physical vapor deposition techniques, such as sputtering, or e-beam 
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evaporation, can further reduce film contamination by increasing the deposition rate, this 
decreases the time that atoms have to rearrange themselves on the substrate surface, and 
hence the crystallinity of the film.  
In order to achieve highly crystalline growth, it is also important to match the substrate 
lattice, to the film lattice, which makes it easier for the film to form large-area crystals across 
the substrate. Lattice matching requires careful choice of substrate material and crystal 
orientation to ensure that the atoms of the deposited film end up in locations conducive to 
continued crystalline growth of the film material. The best substrate for a given material is 
typically one composed of the same material as the film. In this case, you are guaranteed to 
have a preferred film orientation for crystalline growth, this is called homoepitaxy. However, it 
is frequently impractical to use the same material for the substrate as the film. In heteroepitaxy 
the film and substrate are of different materials, frequently the substrate is an insulator to 
allow for isolation of conductive film elements. In heteroepitaxy lattice matching must be 
carefully considered. Substrates are cut from a bulk sample along a plane of the crystal lattice, 
exposing a surface array of atoms whose lateral spacing depends on the details of that material 
and the angle of the cut. Typical cut orientations will expose a lattice plane directed along the 
(100) or (111) direction of a cubic lattice (such as silicon) yielding a rectangular, or triangular 
array of atoms respectively. Cuts in hexagonal materials can expose hexagonal or rectangular 
arrays of atoms. 
  To achieve epitaxy we need to give atoms enough time to find a minimum energy 
location. This is influenced by both the deposition rate and the surface mobility of atoms to give 
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an effective length 𝑙 over which an atom can move within the time 𝑡 it takes to deposit one 
monolayer: 𝑙 = √〈𝑟2〉 = √4𝐷𝑡 where D is the surface diffusivity: 𝐷 = 𝐷0𝑒
−𝐸𝑠 𝑘𝑇⁄ . However, if 
the temperature is too high, surface adatoms will be able to overcome the barrier at atomic 
steps too easily, and rather than completing that atomic layer, they may jump up and form the 
start of the next layer. Hence we require slow growth rates, combined with temperatures large 
enough to give a high surface mobility, but not so high that atoms can easily jump onto the top 
of step barriers and forms vertical 3D structures. This defines a narrow temperature range 
which has been found to be consistently about 3/8ths of the melting temperature of the 
material being grown [52].  
Because of the slow growth rates, MBE requires significantly higher vacuum than other 
deposition techniques to eliminate background contamination of the film. Due to the strict 
requirements for achieving epitaxial growth, an MBE chamber must provide a high degree of 
control over many growth parameters in an environment free of contaminants. The deposition 
rate of each source material and the substrate temperature will have a strong effect on the 
growth dynamics of the film, so we need precise control and monitoring of these variables.  
4.2 Experimental MBE Chamber 
4.2.1 Overview 
Films for this work were grown in a stainless steel ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber 
shown schematically in Figure 6. The chamber base pressure is 10-11 Torr which is maintained 
by an ion pump, and a cryo-pump and continuously monitored by ion gauges in two locations. 
The partial pressures of the constituent gasses remaining in the chamber can be measured with 
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an integrated residual gas analyzer (RGA). Deposition sources for titanium (99.995% Ti) and 
aluminum (99.9999% Al) are present in the form of effusion cells, and an electron gun 
deposition source is present for the deposition of silicon, or niobium. There is a nitrogen RF 
plasma source, which can break molecular nitrogen from an ultra-high purity (99.999% N2) gas 
bottle into atomic nitrogen greatly increasing its reactivity. The substrate is mounted in a puck 
for transfer into and out of the chamber. When loaded into the chamber, the puck is held by a 
sample manipulator which provides a variety of control feedthroughs to the outside of the 
chamber for substrate positioning and orientation. The manipulator allows continuous 360° 
Figure 6: Schematic view of the MBE chamber. 
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rotation of the substrates in-plane orientation. A radiative substrate heater is located on the 
manipulator behind the substrate can provide substrate temperature from 20°C to 1000°C. The 
substrate temperature is monitored by a thermocouple sensor touching its back and a high 
temperature infrared pyrometer aimed (from out of vacuum, through a window) at the surface. 
Deposition rates are monitored with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and a reflection high 
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) gun is present to monitor the film morphology during 
growth. The chamber is connected, by a UHV tube to a load-lock for bringing samples in and out 
of the chamber without impacting the chamber background pressure. Another chamber 
connected to this UHV tube has an oxygen source which has been used for high temperature 
substrate oxygen exposure. Samples may be moved between these chambers through the 
transfer tube while remaining under UHV conditions. 
4.2.2 Maintaining Vacuum 
The ion pump and cryo-pump operate continuously while the chamber is under vacuum. 
A sublimation pump may also be used periodically to trap excess chamber gasses. Both the ion 
pump, and the sublimation pump work on the principle of gettering. A freshly deposited layer 
of a reactive gettering material (in our case titanium) is deposited on a surface in the chamber, 
when gaseous molecules encounter it they can react with, or become adsorbed onto, the clean 
surface of the getter material. As more getter material is deposited, these chamber gasses are 
buried into the getter material and removed from the chamber atmosphere forever. A 
sublimation pump consists solely of a titanium filament with a current of over 40 Amps run 
through it. The filament heats up and titanium sublimates off of the surface of the filament and 
onto the chamber walls providing a large area for gettering away chamber gasses.  
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An Ion pump has a pair of large titanium plates which have a large voltage bias applied 
to them. A magnetic field is also maintained between the plates by a set of large permanent 
magnets. Chamber gasses are ionized by the electric field and liberated electrons are trapped in 
the area between the plates by the magnetic field. Chamber gasses colliding with this cloud 
further enhances the ionization rate. The ionized gas is accelerated by the potential difference 
toward one of the titanium plates. When ions in the plasma strike the plate at a high speed, 
they sputter titanium off the plates and become buried deep in the plate itself. The titanium 
sputtered off the plate redeposits elsewhere in the pump forming a fresh surface for gettering 
to occur. At UHV pressures an ion-pump can operate for decades without need for significant 
maintenance, though it is typically valved off from the chamber during growths at higher 
pressure to preserve its lifetime and keep it clean for use at higher vacuum. Another source of 
gettering can be the experimental sources themselves. A titanium effusion cell, used for the 
growths in this work, will also provide a gettering effect over time as the material is deposited 
on the chamber walls.  
The cryogenic-pump (or cryo-pump) consists of a porous material maintained at a 
temperature of 15K by the cooling provided by the expansion of compressed helium. The 
porous material has a large surface area, so that a large amount of gas can be adsorbed onto it. 
The cold surface traps the gas by reducing its kinetic energy, and thereby its vapor pressure. A 
cryo-pump can become “full” when all of its surface area is taken up with trapped gasses, and 
will periodically need to be regenerated, by elevating its temperature, and pumping it out with 
an external turbo-molecular pump. The nature of each of these pumps allow them to pump 
different gasses at varying rates. Ideally these pumps complement each other and pump as 
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wide a variety of gasses as possible. Either the ion pump or the cryo-pump alone is typically 
sufficient to maintain our chamber base pressure in the low 10-11 Torr range.  
The chamber is also equipped with cryo-panels. These panels take up a large surface 
area in the chamber around the region where deposition will occur. They consist of vessels 
through which liquid nitrogen flows from an external source. The cooled panels serve multiple 
purposes: they provide additional cryogenic pumping very near the substrate, they cool the 
chamber walls preventing heat from the effusion cells, or substrate heater from causing 
unwanted outgassing from residual contaminants, and they surround each of the effusion cells 
providing cooling to allow the cells to operate safely at temperatures in excess of 1000°C. 
Additionally, water flows through a cooling block on the manipulator itself to keep the 
mechanical elements of the manipulator safe, and allows substrate temperatures up to 1000°C. 
In order to achieve and maintain pressures this low a strict protocol must be followed to 
prevent any materials with a high vapor pressure (primarily organic residues) from being 
introduced into the chamber. Even the oils from a single fingerprint outgas enough to seriously 
degrade chamber vacuum. Anything that will enter the chamber is cleaned with the solvents 
trichloroethylene (TCE), acetone, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove any organic 
contamination. Items which are small enough are preferably sonicated in these solvents, and 
larger items are scrubbed with lint-free wipes soaked in solvents. Internal chamber components 
are handled with latex gloves during maintenance to avoid contamination from researchers. 
Organic contamination can readily be addressed with these preventative measures, however, 
water vapor present in the lab atmosphere is somewhat more problematic.  
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When a component is removed from the chamber into the lab air, it is exposed to water 
vapor in that air which is adsorbed onto the surface of the component. When the component is 
returned to the chamber and put under vacuum, the water vapor will outgas into the chamber 
degrading the vacuum. When vented, the inside of the chamber itself is also exposed to water 
vapor, but this is mitigated somewhat by the dry nitrogen flowed through the chamber during 
the vent. We also try to limit the exposure of the chamber to atmosphere by keeping chamber 
vents as short as possible, and returning the chamber to vacuum if a component repair will be 
time consuming. The unavoidable contamination by water vapor is a limiting factor on the 
ultimate vacuum of many research systems, preventing a vacuum any lower than 10-9 Torr from 
being achieved. However, by elevating the chamber temperature above 100°C and maintained 
this over the course of several weeks (referred to as a chamber “bake”), we can reduce water 
contamination significantly allowing ultimate pressures as low as 10-11 Torr.  
A chamber bake is achieved using external resistive heaters and the entire chamber 
covered in an insulating fiberglass blanket. Sources are also kept at elevated temperatures 
throughout the bake. The temperature is monitored in several locations on the outside of the 
chamber with thermocouple temperature sensors, and the composition of the gasses in the 
chamber is monitored on the RGA. Thus the amount of water vapor in the chamber can be 
measured and the bake continued until it is reduced to an acceptable level. It is important to 
maintain a high temperature in all parts of the chamber during the bake. Otherwise cold spots 
can develop, particularly in recesses of unheated chamber components. Eater vapor liberated 
from hot surfaces in the chamber can re-adsorb onto a colder surface and will not be pumped 
out during the bake. Cold spots will then become problematic if they are heated up after the 
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bake, and liberate water vapor into the rest of the chamber resulting in residual contamination 
only present when the sources are active. Because of this, after a bake it typically takes several 
growths for residual contamination to subside and for film quality to match levels before the 
bake. Ultimately the background gasses of the chamber, when outgassing contaminants have 
been reduced, are composed primarily of hydrogen and carbon dioxide, both of which diffuse 
out of the stainless steel walls under vacuum. 
Due to the large time commitment associated with a vent and subsequent bake, the 
degradation of chamber cleanliness for some time afterwards, and the propensity for 
equipment failure at inconvenient times, vents are generally put off until it is impossible to 
proceed without performing maintenance. So, frequently workarounds must be found to 
problems that might seem simple to fix, but in fact require a significant amount of down time 
on a chamber which several people rely on. When enough small problems accumulate, a major 
problem impairs progress entirely, or a major upgrade to the system is planned, a vent will be 
performed.   
4.2.3 Deposition Sources 
Deposition sources for metals are typically Knudson effusion cells: a ceramic crucible 
filled with source material and surrounded by a heater filament. The source material is heated 
to a temperature where it evaporates, or sublimates at a steady rate. The cone-shaped crucible 
provides an opening through which the evaporated material may pass into the chamber. 
Because of the extremely low base pressure, the material moves in an entirely ballistic path 
towards the substrate, not scattering off of anything along the way. Deposition from any cell 
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can be halted with a shutter in front of the source, or deposition from all sources can be halted 
with a substrate mask which can be moved in front of the substrate. 
In this work I have used high purity(99.995%) titanium deposited from a high 
temperature effusion cell. Titanium has a melting point of 1600°C, but begins to sublimate from 
the solid source material significantly even at 1500°C. Operating at 1500°C I get a Ti rate of 0.2Å 
per second as measured by the QCM. This corresponds to about 10 sec per mono-layer in 
titanium nitride. 
Sources for gaseous elements can range from a simple gas inlet if the gas is reactive, to 
high temperature crackers, or plasma sources if it is not. A reactive gas, such as oxygen, can be 
introduced from an external bottle of high purity gas, connected to the vacuum chamber by a 
precision metering valve. The gas flow through a narrow opening and into the chamber, 
directed towards the substrate. Because of the low chamber pressure, the gas flows as a 
gradually expanding beam until it hits the substrate or the chamber walls. The beam, incident 
on the substrate, maintains a higher density of gas than the chamber background increasing the 
reaction rate at the surface compared to an undirected gas flow achieved by uniformly 
increasing the chamber pressure. For less reactive molecular gasses, such as nitrogen, the 
reactivity can be increased by using a plasma source to break apart the strong internal bonds of 
the gas. The resulting beam of atoms is much more reactive than the molecular gas.  
4.2.4 Nitrogen Plasma Source 
 Activated nitrogen for this work is provided by a radio frequency plasma source 
mounted in the MBE chamber. Ultra-high purity molecular nitrogen gas flows into the plasma 
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source through a precision leak valve, is broken into atomic nitrogen by the plasma source, and 
flows into the chamber towards the substrate. The plasma source is constructed with a plasma 
chamber, made of pyrolytic boron nitride, with a low conductance pathway into the chamber. 
This allows the pressure in the plasma chamber to be maintained in the 10-3 Torr range, 
necessary to strike a plasma, while allowing the main vacuum chamber to stay at 10-6 Torr 
during growth. The plasma chamber is surrounded by a coil which is driven by a radio frequency 
source outside the chamber. The changing magnetic field from this coil drives currents in the 
gas in the plasma chamber which cause it to ionize, forming a plasma. The source can be 
operated in both a low brightness, and high brightness mode. These modes are different 
primarily in the efficiency with which the gas is ionized. High brightness mode ionizes to a 
greater degree, and this was the mode used primarily in this work. The degree of ionization is 
driven primarily by the RF power driving the plasma, and this has the greatest impact on the 
concentration of atomic nitrogen in the plasma. The flow rate of gas, the plasma power, and 
the plasma mode will all affect the amount of activated nitrogen in the beam. The plasma 
source will not ionize all of the gas which flows through it, nor will all of the ionized species be 
atomic nitrogen. Ionized nitrogen molecules will also be produced, and due to their missing 
electron, are also more reactive than molecular nitrogen. Much of the gas flowing through the 
source will be unaffected by the plasma, and continue into the chamber as molecular nitrogen.  
We can estimate the flow rate of gas into the chamber with the pumping rate of the 
cryo-pump, and the ultimate chamber pressure. The pumping speed of the cryopump is about 
750L/s, and the background pressure is 5*10-6 Torr, so the flow rate out of the chamber is 
3.75*10-3
𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝐿
𝑠
 . In equilibrium this must equal the flow rate of gas into the chamber, so 
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converting to standard cubic centimeters per minute(sccm), we have a flow rate into the 
chamber of 0.3sccm. Overall, we have operated at a range from 0.06 to 0.3 sccm controlled by 
a precision leak valve on the nitrogen source line. Typically the useful range of plasma power at 
these flow rates is from 175W to 500W. Below 175W the plasma cannot be maintained in high-
brightness mode, and above 500W we risk damage to the instrument. Typical operation in the 
bulk of this work was carried out at 0.3 sccm flow rate and 300W plasma power.  
Because both the flow rate and plasma power will both affect the amount of activated 
nitrogen in the beam (which I will call the nitrogen reactivity), we need an independent 
measure the reactivity of the beam incident on the film surface. To accomplish this we have 
used the RGA to track the gas composition within the chamber as we run the plasma source 
and vary its settings. The RGA measures the mass to charge ratio of the gas in the chamber by 
first ionizing the gas, and then accelerating it through a quadrupole spectrometer. The resulting 
spectrum, gives the partial pressure, of gas in the chamber at each mass, and can be used to 
identify composition of the gas in the chamber. In order to determine how much of the gas 
from the plasma source is atomic nitrogen, we need a peak in the RGA spectrum that is 
sensitive to this gas, but is not affected by the large background of molecular nitrogen in the 
chamber. For this purpose we have used the peak at 7 AMU. While, in principle, the RGA will 
detect atomic nitrogen at 14 AMU, that peak also corresponds to doubly ionized molecular 
nitrogen, and atomic nitrogen produced by the splitting of N2 by the RGA itself. This produces a 
large background at 14 AMU which saturates the RGA detector even without the plasma source 
on. With the source on, the peak at 14 AMU does not change appreciably compared to the 
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background due to N2. However, the 7 AMU peak, which is less commonly ionized from N2, 
does prove to be sensitive to the setting on the plasma source.  
The 7AMU peak would correspond to doubly ionized atomic nitrogen, but to achieve 
this from molecular nitrogen, a nitrogen molecule would need to be split and doubly ionized. 
This process does occur and leads to a background at 7 AMU, but the background is small 
enough that the changes due to plasma power are easily measured. Once the background is 
Figure 7: Extraction of the relative amount of atomic nitrogen (RAN) from the 7 AMU peak 
intensity measured by the RGA. All data has the background (plasma off) reading subtracted. 
RAN scale on the right is calibrated to RAN = 1 for the value at 0.3sccm, 300W, the most 
common growth parameter. 
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subtracted the partial pressure of this peak is divided by the value of the peak for a 300W, 
0.3sccm plasma, to give a relative concentration of atomic nitrogen (labeled RAN). This unitless 
number is the fraction of nitrogen compared to the most common growth parameter. Most 
growths were conducting at this level or below. The measured 7 AMU peak height for various 
plasma parameters is shown in Figure 7. While it is not possible to maintain a plasma below 
200W at a 0.3sccm flow rate, which corresponds to a lower RAN limit of 0.6, when the flow rate 
is reduced to 0.06sccm, RAN values of down to 0.25 may be achieved. 
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5 TiN Growth 
5.1 Chemical Dynamics of TiN growth 
 A common problem in MBE growth is achieving the correct deposition rates of the 
constituent elements, and the correct substrate temperature such that the reaction at the 
surface has completed, and the atoms have found a low energy configuration, before the next 
atomic layer buries the atoms and slows all of these processes down. While some estimates can 
be made for starting parameters, it is often a long empirical process of changing growth 
parameters and discovering the effect on film properties over the course of many growths. 
Frequently, in MBE, the problem of managing the growth chemistry is helped when one of the 
source elements is gaseous or has a high vapor pressure. In this case the element can often be 
supplied in excess of perfect stoichiometry, and the material that does not react will evaporate 
off of the substrate. This greatly extends the range of acceptable growth parameters, making it 
easier to match rates. This process should help with titanium nitride growth where excess 
nitrogen can bond into N2 and leave the surface, though in this work I have found that too 
much nitrogen supply can lead to additional nitrogen incorporating into the film, so a balance 
must be maintained, RAN must be high enough to produce a stoichiometric film, but low 
enough that excess nitrogen is not incorporated into the film. 
Titanium nitride forms from titanium and nitrogen in an exothermic reaction. There is a 
3.5eV lower energy for TiN than Ti+0.5N2 as shown on the right side of Figure 8. Molecular 
nitrogen has a strong triple bond, and it takes about 10eV to disassociate one N2 molecule, or 
5eV per N-atom. This leads to an activation energy on the order of 1eV when reacting with 
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titanium to form titanium nitride. The temperature dependence of the reaction rates are 
governed by the Arrhenius equation as shown in Table 1. The reaction will tend to proceed 
much more quickly at elevated temperatures; however at a temperature of 1000°C, kT is only 
0.11eV, so the exponential factor will significantly reduce the reaction rate. Because the 
reaction is exothermic, the reverse rate must overcome a greater energy barrier, and therefore 
occurs at an even lower rate. Thus the TiN which is formed is very stable at temperatures 
achievable in a laboratory, but it may take a very long time to form at low pressure and 
temperature.  
 Equilibrium reaction: 
Ti+
𝟏
𝟐
N2↔TiN 
Activated-Nitrogen Chain-reaction: 
Ti+N → TiN ↔ Ti+
𝟏
𝟐
N2 
Forward 
rate: 𝑅𝑓 = 𝐶𝑓2[𝑇𝑖][𝑁2]𝑒
−𝐸𝑎
𝑘𝑇  𝑅𝑓 = 𝐶𝑓1[𝑇𝑖][𝑁] 
Reverse 
rate: 𝑅𝑟 = 𝐶𝑟[𝑇𝑖𝑁]𝑒
−(𝐸𝑎+∆𝐸)
𝑘𝑇  𝑅𝑟 = 𝐶𝑟[𝑇𝑖𝑁]𝑒
−(𝐸𝑎+∆𝐸)
𝑘𝑇  
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑
𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡
 
[𝑇𝑖𝑁]
[𝑇𝑖][𝑁2]
=
𝐶𝑓2
𝐶𝑟
 𝑒
∆𝐸
𝑘𝑇  
[𝑇𝑖𝑁]
[𝑇𝑖][𝑁]
=
𝐶𝑓1
𝐶𝑟
 𝑒
(𝐸𝑎+∆𝐸)
𝑘𝑇  
Table 1: Temperature dependence of reaction rates for forward and reverse reactions both in 
equilibrium and an activated source. Ratio of products to reactants indicates the amount of TiN 
ultimately formed.  
An activated source changes this dynamic significantly. This is shown on the left side of 
Figure 8. By breaking the nitrogen triple bond with an RF plasma source, before the gas reaches 
the surface we eliminate the activation energy of the forward reaction. With atomic nitrogen, 
the forward reaction rate is dependent only on the concentration of Ti and N at the surface. 
The reverse reaction, and the reaction with N2 remain present, but they depend exponentially 
on the inverse temperature, so the forward reaction rate is much greater. Because of this, 
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growth with an activated source can be achieved with many orders of magnitude smaller 
nitrogen concentration, and hence a lower chamber pressure, than a molecular source. Since 
there is no temperature dependence to the forward rate, it will also be possible to grow at 
much lower temperatures.  
This treatment of the reaction ignores several details of the growth. Because we treat 
only the concentration of each of the reactants, we ignore the fact that they become 
Figure 8: reaction dynamics for TiN growth with an activated source. The equilibrium 
reaction is shown on the right and the activated nitrogen reaction is shown to the left. 
Without an activated source the reaction proceeds slowly due to the large activation 
energy. 
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significantly less mobile as the growth proceeds, and they are buried in the volume of the film. 
Additionally we ignored what happens to a titanium atom that does not react with nitrogen. 
Excess nitrogen will tend to bond with other nitrogen, and leave the surface as a gas. Excess 
titanium will bond with other titanium, but due to its low vapor pressure, will stay on the 
surface and be incorporated into the film. Thus, to avoid nitrogen deficiency, we need to be 
sure we are supplying nitrogen at a high enough rate that all of the Ti in one mono-layer has 
reacted by the time the next layer has deposited. It has also been observed in this work that 
excess nitrogen will be incorporated into the film at low temperature with high nitrogen 
reactivity. This process will be governed by different activation energies associated with 
replacing a Ti atom in the lattice with N and will be strongly affected by the mobility of atoms 
on the growth surface. 
5.2 Substrate Lattice Matching 
Choice of substrate is important to achieving crystalline growth. Additionally, the effect 
of substrate choice, and preparation have been shown to be important to reducing noise in 
quantum circuits [32] [34]. We have investigated growth of TiN on both A-plane and C-plane 
sapphire (Al2O3), as well as (100) and (111) oriented silicon. While TiN is well lattice matched to 
MgO, and growths on that substrate have been thoroughly investigated, it is known to react 
strongly in air, which is a concern because the substrate-air interface has been shown to be a 
major source of loss in quantum circuits [29]. Al2O3 and Si, though not particularly well lattice 
matched to TiN have each been demonstrated to be compatible with low noise in quantum 
circuits. Despite the poor lattice matching, we have achieved good registry to the substrate on 
both Al2O3 and Si substrates. 
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5.2.1 Sapphire 
Sapphire (Al2O3) is known to have low loss at microwave frequencies, and is a common 
material in quantum circuits. Sapphire has a dominantly hexagonal crystal structure where the 
oxygen atoms form a distorted hexagonal-close-packed structure, and aluminum atoms fill 2/3 
of the voids between the oxygen atoms. The two orientations of sapphire used in this work are 
C-plane and A-plane cuts which are shown in Figure 9 a) and d) respectively. C-plane sapphire is 
cut perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal (1 0 0 0) and exposes a hexagonal lattice at the 
Figure 9: Sapphire lattice matching to TiN. a) and d) show the hexagonal Al2O3 lattice. The 
colored areas are the planes of the A-plane and C-plane cuts. b) and e) show the locations of Al 
atoms in an A-plane and C-plane surfaces respectively. c) and f) overlay the lattice of the 111-
TiN surface on the sapphire surfaces indicating the relative mismatch. a) and d) Images 
modified from [64] 
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substrate surface with atoms separated by 2.75Å. A-plane sapphire is cut perpendicular to the 
(1 1 2̅ 0) direction. The surface lattice of the A-plane direction is somewhat more complex 
because the Al atoms only fill 2/3 of the lattice. There is a rectangular surface lattice with 2.16Å 
between atoms along the c-axis, and 1.37Å between atoms on the perpendicular axis, but in 
each direction every third Al atom is missing. The dimensions of the rectangular lattice around a 
missing atom result in nearly equilateral triangles 2.75Å on a side perpendicular to the c-axis, 
and 2.57Å on the other two sides. The surface array of the 111 orientation of TiN is a triangular 
array with 3Å between each atom. This results in a mismatch of 8.8% with the hexagonal lattice 
of c-plane sapphire, 8.8% and 15.4% mismatch for the two axes of the A-plane lattice. In each 
case the strain on a deposited TiN film will be compressive.  
5.2.2 Silicon 
High resistivity intrinsic silicon substrates are known to have low loss at microwave 
frequencies. Additionally, silicon substrate is much less chemically stable than sapphire which 
allows the possibility of etching deep trenches into the substrate. This moves the substrate-air 
interface, and any defects residing there far away from the strong fields of the resonator and 
has been shown to increase resonator Q [30] [31]. This is more difficult to achieve on sapphire 
because of the chemical stability of the substrate which requires stronger etching that is more 
difficult to mask.  
Silicon has a diamond lattice structure which consists of a face-centered-cubic(FCC) lattice 
with a second interpenetrating FCC lattice displaced along the cubic diagonal as shown in Figure 
10 a. A cut along the 100 plane in Si yields a square surface lattice while a cut along the 111 
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plane yields a triangular lattice. Because of the displaced FCC lattice, planes in the 111 direction 
occur as double layers with the second layer 0.784Å below the surface layer. This results in 
every other triangle in the lattice having another Si atom slightly below its center. The next 
double-layer is 3.136Å below the first. The lattice constant of Si is 5.431Å, significantly larger 
than the 4.24Å of TiN. With TiN growing in the 100 direction on 100 Si, and in the 111 direction 
on 111 Si, this corresponds to a 25% mismatch between the two lattices. With a mismatch this 
large it is likely that, when crystalline grains form, they will produce a large number of 
dislocations to quickly relieve the strain to the substrate. 
Figure 10: a) Silicon unit cell, a diamond structure of two interpenetrating FCC lattices displaced 
along the diagonal. b) and d) are lattice planes along the 100, and 111 directions of silicon 
respectively. c) and e) are the 100 and 111 planes of TiN overlaid on the lattice planes to 
indicate the degree of mismatch. 
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5.3 Growth Procedure 
5.3.1 Substrate Prep 
As received, substrates of Al2O3 and Si are typically 2 or 3 inch wafers. While our MBE 
chamber can handle up to a 3 inch wafer, a number of factors favor using much smaller wafers. 
For one, a film grown on a larger wafer will be less uniform due to variations in the temperature, 
and flux from each source over the larger area. This is not always bad, as it provides a gradient 
of values for each of the fluxes across the film which can be very helpful in evaluating the 
growth, but it can also be problematic to pin down what the growth parameters were across an 
entire 3 inch substrate. Cost is also a factor; high purity wafers polished to a low surface 
roughness can get very expensive, and using an entire 3 inch wafer for one growth is not a good 
use of resources. 2-inch and 3-inch wafers can be diced into five and twelve 15X15mm2 
substrates respectively, providing more individual growths which are easier to analyze. 
Substrate dicing is carried out with a diamond saw and produces a great deal of debris. 
Because of this the substrate surface must be protected during the dicing process. For Al2O3 it is 
sufficient to cover the front-side of the wafer with dicing tape. The tape adheres well to the 
sapphire, and protects the front surface from debris. Residue from the dicing tape can be 
removed readily by scrubbing with solvents. Because Si is a softer material, physically scrubbing 
the surface to remove residue would damage the surface too much. Additionally dicing tape 
alone does not stick well to a polished Si surface, making it easier for debris to get between the 
wafer and the dicing tape. To solve these issues a thick (2µm) layer of photoresist (AZ 5214) is 
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spun onto the font-side of the wafer, and the wafer is affixed, front-down onto dicing tape.  The 
photoresist improves the adhesion between the substrate and the dicing tape, and is more 
easily removed by solvents than the dicing tape residue. Once affixed to the tape both 
substrate types are loaded into the saw, and cut from the back-side of the wafer to further 
protect the front surface from debris. Once the cutting is complete, the wafer is removed from 
the dicing tape. At this point Al2O3 wafers are scrubbed with solvents and sonicated, while Si 
wafers are immersed in photoresist stripper (Remover PG at 70°C) for 10 min.  
Our substrate heater is radiative, and relies on the substrate absorbing in the infrared. 
While Si is opaque in the infrared, Al2O3 is not, so we must coat the back-side of the wafer with 
a thick coating that will absorb in the infrared. 2000Å of Ti is deposited on the backside of the 
Al2O3 wafers in an e-beam evaporation chamber. At this point the diced wafers are stored until 
needed, further prep work is done one wafer at a time as they are loaded into the chamber.    
Immediately before being loaded into the chamber, each substrate receives additional 
cleaning. For Al2O3 this entails a final scrubbed solvent clean of the front-side before being 
loaded into the chamber. For Si the process is more involved. The final Si wafer clean involves a 
sonication in TCE, Acetone and IPA for 10 minutes each, followed by 1 minute in an oxygen 
plasma to clean off any remaining photoresist, a 10 minute soak in 15:7:3 NH4OH:H2O2:H2O at 
60°C which removes particulate debris and creates a thick oxide on the surface, and finally a 1 
min buffered oxide etch (BOE) to etch away the thick SiO2 on the surface. The last two steps 
comprise the “RCA” clean, a standard cleaning step in the semiconductor industry. The wafer 
as-received and after cleaning are shown in Figure 27-a) and b). The goal here is to remove 
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debris and organic residues from the surface of the wafer, and then to remove the amorphous 
oxide layer at the Si surface to expose a hydrogen-terminated Si surface necessary for epitaxial 
growth. The native oxide will fully form on Si in about an hour in air, so it is important to get the 
substrate under vacuum soon after the final etch is complete; typically this can be 
accomplished in 3 to 5 minutes.  
Substrates are loaded into the vacuum system via a loadlock and transfer tube. Once in 
the chamber substrates are outgassed overnight at 180°C. This serves to remove any remaining 
water vapor from the substrate and puck before the growth. Additional substrate treatment 
before the growth has been modified over time in response to film results. All substrates are 
heated to their growth temperature over the course of a few hours, while the sources are 
ramped up to growth temperatures. For some substrates an additional anneal is carried out at 
this time. Here the substrate is run up to a temperature between 800°C and 1000°C and left for 
one hour. This step is sometimes performed in either and oxygen atmosphere, or with the 
nitrogen plasma source on. This in-situ anneal is an important step to remove any remaining 
organic residue, and for silicon, to blow-off any remaining surface oxide. On Si, temperatures in 
excess of 800°C will also cause the surface lattice to “reconstruct” moving around somewhat to 
achieve a lower energy configuration. This rearrangement of atoms may be harmful to epitaxial 
growth as the regular square or triangular lattice is disrupted forming a more complex surface 
lattice. 
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5.3.2 Growth 
Once the substrate is loaded, and any in-situ annealing is done, the substrate is brought 
to the desired growth temperature, and the growth is ready to start. Typically source 
temperatures are ramped up in parallel with the substrate temperature, and they are ready 
once the substrate is at temperature. In order to prevent the hot sources from depositing on 
the substrate before the growth starts there are shutters in front of each source, and a 
substrate mask to cover the entire substrate. Substrate masking at the start and end of growth 
was varied throughout this work as a variety of issues were addressed.  
It was discovered early in this work that the shutter in front of the Ti cell did not entirely 
block the path to the substrate. So, to work around this, the substrate mask was positioned in 
front of the substrate while the substrate and sources were readied for operation. This was 
standard procedure for films up until the film designated f257 comprising the bulk of the A-
plane and C-plane sapphire work. Around this time it became apparent that while the substrate 
was hot, with the mask in front of it (about 5mm away) the RHEED pattern of the substrate was 
Figure 11: C-plane substrate RHEED (f257) at 800°C. a) heated substrate, b) after 1 hr 
nitridization of the substrate and c) after mask was raised to <1cm from substrate. After the 
mask was raised, streak lengths decreased and Kikuchi lines disappear consistent with a 
roughening of the substrate surface. 
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degrading with sharp streaks becoming more diffuse as seen in Figure 11. This was taken as an 
indication that a significant amount of debris was being ejected from the heated mask onto the 
substrate causing the RHEED pattern to change. This is cause for concern for resonator work, 
where an imperfect substrate-film interface can host defects which cause decoherence. For this 
reason, and the problems with the Ti shutter, we began starting growths by ramping up the Ti 
cell with the shutter open. While preparing for growth the Ti cell was ramped up to 1200°C, 
once the rest of the sources were ready Ti was ramped up to 1500°C over the course of 10 min.  
At 1200°C the vapor pressure of Ti is about 500 times lower than it is at 1500°C, so the 
additional deposition during this time is minimal. The system was operated in this manner from 
f258 through f277 which encompasses a small set of Al2O3 growths, and most of the Si(100) 
growths. At this point a vent was undertaken to fix a broken substrate heater and the Ti cell 
shutter. After this (film f278 and onward) growths were started and stopped with the cell 
shutters themselves. This method provides more freedom in how the growth is started, 
allowing for more careful control over the pre-growth nitrogen exposure. 
 Once the sources and substrate are ready, the shutters are opened and the growth 
begins. Typically little adjustment is needed during growth. The Ti cell temperature is held at 
1500°C by a PID controller and the Ti rate is very steady as monitored by the QCM. The plasma 
parameters do not change greatly during the growth, fluctuations in the chamber background 
pressure (due to fluctuations in pumping rate) do not seem to affect the flow rate of nitrogen 
into the chamber, and the plasma remains steady over the course of a two hour growth. The 
growth rate is monitored with a QCM calibrated for Ti. The QCM is out of the beam path of the 
nitrogen source, so the film deposited is primarily Ti.  
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The growth can also be monitored with RHEED during growth. Typically the RHEED 
pattern shows sharp substrate peaks which give way to a more diffuse pattern as the first layers 
roughen the surface, and then the pattern becomes sharper as the film gets thicker. Once the 
desired thickness is reached the growth is stopped typically using the same shuttering 
technique with which it was started. Because the reaction rate for nitrogen leaving the film is 
highly temperature dependent, and without a beam of activated nitrogen impinging on the 
surface the concentration of TiN at the surface will be far out of equilibrium, creating a 
potential to drive nitrogen out of the film. So, when possible, after the Ti cell was shuttered, the 
plasma source was left on until the substrate temperature was reduced to below 500°C.  
Once the growth is completed the sources are shuttered, and then ramped down. The 
gas flow is stopped, and the chamber is pumped out. The film typically remains in the chamber 
until the pressure stabilizes lower than the transfer tube pressure, which is typically 4-6 hours 
later. Once the substrate is cold, RHEED is performed on the film as it is rotated. Here it can be 
determined what crystallinity and in-plane symmetry of the film is. If the same patter repeats at 
six evenly spaced orientations, the film has three-fold symmetry consistent with a triangular 
lattice. If the pattern repeats in only four orientations, the film has the two fold symmetry of a 
square lattice. 
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6 Film Measurements 
6.1 Overview 
The crystallinity of the film can be evaluated in a number of ways. Primarily we want to 
know whether the film is oriented with respect to the substrate, and how large the crystalline 
domains are. We want large crystalline domains so that the characteristics of the film are 
dominated by the properties of the material itself, not its grain boundaries. Large crystalline 
domains will be easier to achieve if the film is oriented to the substrate in both out of plane and 
in plane directions. By this I mean that the atomic lattice of the film has a preferred orientation 
on the substrate, so when grains form on different parts of the substrate they will form with 
the same orientation. When such grains expand and meet each other, they will have a better 
chance of merging together with fewer defects. If the grains start out in different orientations, 
it will take much more energy for them to merge. Good lattice matching to the substrate 
typically makes one orientation a lower energy configuration, and hence a preferred 
orientation for growth. We can evaluate the out of plane orientation with x-ray diffraction 
(XRD), and the in plane orientation with reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). A 
peak in XRD tells us the c-axis, or out of plane lattice spacing. With this, we can determine what 
directions the grains in the film are facing out of plane. Depending on the film we might see 
peaks corresponding to a single orientation, for highly crystalline films or lower intensity peaks 
corresponding to several orientations for a polycrystalline films. RHEED gives a measure of the 
spacing of the atoms in the 2d plane of the film. If all of the grains in the film have the same in-
plane orientation the pattern will repeat itself on substrate rotation according to the symmetry 
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of the lattice. If the out-of-plane orientation is the same, but the in-plane orientation varies 
freely across different grains, a patterns of rings will be seen in RHEED which do not change 
with substrate rotation. If the out-of-plane orientation varies, as in polycrystalline films, only a 
diffuse reflection will be observed in RHEED. Atomic force microscopy can be used to get a 
height map of the surface of a film. Typically grains in the film can be picked out of such an 
image because of the height differences between the grains. The size of the grains can then be 
evaluated with an auto-correlation function of the height data. The width of the correlation 
function peak will be a measure of the average grain size.  
6.2 Film Measurement Techniques 
Film measurements utilized in this work fall into two general categories: morphology, 
and transport. Morphology measurements aim to understand the physical properties of the 
film, primarily its crystal structure. These include reflection high-energy electron diffraction 
(RHEED), x-ray diffraction (XRD), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Transport measurements 
aim to understand the electronic, and superconducting properties of the film. A films resistance 
is measured as it is cooled from room temperature to 4.2K. From this data several properties 
are extracted including the superconducting transition temperature (Tc), and the residual 
resistivity ratio (RRR). Though we are typically attempting to optimize the transport properties 
of films by increasing Tc and RRR, data from the morphology measurements is essential to 
understanding what is driving the transport properties, and the effect of various growth 
parameters. 
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6.2.1 Morphological Techniques 
 Looking at film morphology, typically we are concerned with the flatness, crystallinity, 
and both out-of-plane and in-plane orientation of the film. An ideal film would be a single 
unbroken crystal, atomically flat across the entire substrate. In real systems with lattice 
mismatch this is not achievable, and, at best, the film will maintain uninterrupted crystalline 
order over relatively large grains. However, these grains may still be tightly packed, flat, and 
have the same orientation both in and out of the plane of the surface. In other growth 
conditions the grains take on a 3D character, varying significantly in height and packing much 
more loosely. All of these may be referred to as single crystal growth in the literature 
depending on the tools used to measure them, but I will reserve that for the former case, and 
call the latter cases merely “oriented” films. In poorer growth conditions the film orientation 
may not register as well to the substrate, and it can take on a range of orientations about one 
or more preferred values of either the in-plane or out-of plane orientation; these are called 
textured films. In still worse conditions the film may form grains oriented randomly, without 
any preferred orientation; these are called polycrystalline. Finally a film may grow lacking any 
crystalline order at all, which is called amorphous.  
6.2.1.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a technique which probes the out-of-plane lattice spacing of 
the film and can be used to determine the orientation, strain, and crystal domain size of the 
film. For this work we utilize a 2θ-ω scan; the incident x-ray beam hits the substrate surface at 
an angle ω, and the diffracted pattern is measured with an x-ray detector at an angle 2θ from 
the incident beam. The incident angle is scanned over a range, and the detector angle is 
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scanned over the same range to measure the zero-order diffraction peak. The Bragg condition 
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑𝑆𝑖𝑛𝜃 must be fulfilled for a diffracted beam to be measured, where λ is the x-ray 
wavelength(1.54056Å), d is the c-axis spacing of the film(the distance between crystalline 
planes parallel to the surface), and θ is the angle of incidence. Because the c-axis spacing will 
vary if the film orientation changes, the resulting plot of intensity against 2θ will show peaks 
corresponding to all of the different orientations of the film.  
From the 2θ-ω scan we can extract a lot of useful data. Firstly this can tell us what 
materials the film is made of. Comparing the peaks in the scan to a database of powder 
diffraction results we can identify peaks corresponding to those materials. Secondly, the scan 
can tell us what orientations of the materials are present. If the film is single crystal, or oriented, 
there will only be peaks corresponding to one set of lattice planes. A textured film may show 
weak peaks corresponding to several distinct orientations. If it is polycrystalline weak peaks 
may be present or no peaks at all. Strong peaks from the crystalline substrate will also be 
present in the scan. Because the substrate is typically very thick, the locations of its peaks may 
be used to calibrate the locations of the peaks measured from the film. Deviations from the 
expected peak locations for a film material can be used to determine film strain, or changes in 
its lattice constant from the bulk value. The width of a diffraction peak can be used to estimate 
the vertical size of grains in the film. An infinitely thick film would have infinitely narrow peaks, 
thinner films have broader diffraction peaks; the disruption of the crystal lattice by grains has 
the same effect as thinning the film. After instrument broadening is accounted for, the peak 
width can be used to extract the average vertical size of grains.  
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6.2.1.2 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED) 
In reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) a beam of high energy (10kV) 
electrons is directed at the film surface at a glancing angle. The beam diffracts off of the array 
of atoms on the surface and is incident on a phosphor screen. Where the electrons hit, the 
screen lights up, and this diffraction pattern is captured with a camera. RHEED can be used to 
determine, in situ during the growth, the overall crystalline behavior of the film. The Laue 
condition for diffraction from a crystal lattice, which is equivalent to the Bragg condition, is that 
the incident wave vector can differ from the diffracted wave vector only by a vector that is in 
the reciprocal lattice [53]. In the Ewald construction, putting the incident and scattered wave 
vectors on the surface of a sphere in k-space, a diffracted vector is only possible if a lattice 
Figure 12: Ewald construction for RHEED of a thin film. Incident and 
diffracted wave vectors can differ only by  
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vector of the reciprocal lattice lies on the surface of the sphere as shown in Figure 12. In XRD, 
which probes deep into the sample, the Ewald sphere intersects the reciprocal lattice at points, 
and we must scan the incident angle, or the beam energy to get a full picture of the crystal 
lattice. With RHEED, however, because of the glancing angle, the electrons do not penetrate 
into the bulk of the film, and only probe the surface. This leads to crystal truncation rods in the 
reciprocal lattice.  
Because only a two-dimensional surface is probed, it is equivalent to a real-space lattice 
with planes separated by a very large distance. Thus, the reciprocal lattice in the direction 
perpendicular to the plane has points very close together forming a continuous line in k-space. 
Because of this, the diffraction condition is easily met at several points on the Ewald sphere. 
Typically a spread in the electron energy creates a finite thickness to the Ewald sphere, and 
what would be points are spread out into lines or streaks due to the extended crystal 
Figure 13: RHEED diagram. Diffraction is allowed in directions where the surface 
reciprocal lattice rods intersect the Ewald sphere. Image from [65]. 
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truncation rods. Long Streaks in a RHEED pattern is typically indicative of a very flat, highly 
crystalline film. Surface roughness will cause interference between electrons hitting the crystal 
at different heights and create a dimming of the RHEED pattern. A higher degree of roughness 
on a film that remains crystalline and oriented will present higher angle crystalline surfaces to 
the beam. This results in transmission spots rather than streaks; here the lattice is no longer 
truncated and the full Bragg condition must be met for diffraction to occur. This is typically met 
only at points in the reciprocal lattice, not lines. If the film is textured, varying in out-of-plane or 
in-plane orientation, different grains will be at effectively different orientations with respect to 
the incident beam. This causes RHEED streaks to spread along circular paths centered about the 
incident beam direction. With a completely polycrystalline film, these circular arcs will be 
continuous. An amorphous film devoid of crystalline order will result in a diffuse pattern with 
no streaks or rings. Thus RHEED can quickly tell us, qualitatively, what to expect from a film, and 
helps us to interpret the results of other film measurements. 
The angle between the primary RHEED streaks, or equivalently, the distance between 
streaks on the screen, is proportional to the reciprocal of the real-space distance between 
surface atoms perpendicular to the beam direction. This makes the RHEED pattern depend 
greatly on the rotational orientation of the substrate. For an oriented film, the RHEED pattern 
has a high degree of symmetry in a small set of orientations. By rotating the substrate we can 
observe the symmetry of the in-plane lattice orientation. If the lattice has two-fold symmetry, 
as in a rectangular array, we will see an identical RHEED pattern at four orientations looking 
along the axes of the array. We will typically see a different pattern repeated at intermediate 
orientations looking along the diagonals of the array. Similarly, a triangular array will show 
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three-fold symmetry and have patterns repeated at six orientations. This gives us a quick way to 
determine the in-plane orientation of films.  
6.2.1.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a valuable tool to measure the surface morphology of 
a film. It produces a height map of the film with a horizontal resolution of less than 10nm, and a 
vertical resolution as high as 0.01nm. Typical scans have a horizontal range of 1-20µm. The 
measurement is carried out by bringing an oscillating cantilever with a tip of radius of 
approximately 10nm close to the film surface. When the cantilever nears the surface, its 
oscillation amplitude is damped. The oscillation amplitude is monitored with a laser, and the 
height of the film can be extracted from the amplitude of the cantilever oscillation. The tip is 
scanned across a small area of the film surface with a piezoelectric element to produce a height 
map of a region of the surface. The AFM height map provides a wealth of information about the 
film morphology. It provides information about the flatness of the film, both the overall height 
variations, but also their lateral distribution. The size, shape and distribution of grain 
boundaries may be qualitatively seen from an AFM image. Typically grain boundaries will be 
visible as dips in the height map where the neighboring grains cannot easily grow into each 
other. Heights of neighboring grains may also differ further highlighting their outline. This 
allows analysis of the lateral grain size to be performed.  
 For this work, I have performed this analysis by using a radial average of the auto-
correlation function (ACF) on the height-map data. Before taking the ACF of any AFM data, the 
zero is set to the mean height, so that the uncorrelated average of the film height is zero. The 
discrete autocorrelation function is given by: 
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𝐺(𝑚, 𝑛) =
1
(𝑁−𝑛)(𝑀−𝑚)
∑ ∑ 𝑍𝑘+𝑚,𝑙+𝑛𝑍𝑘𝑙
𝑀−𝑚
𝑘=1
𝑁−𝑛
𝑙=1   
where 𝑍𝑘,𝑙 is the height at the point (𝑘, 𝑙), (𝑚, 𝑛) is a vector between two points on the surface, 
and M and N are the lateral dimensions, in pixels, of the height map. Effectively this is an 
average over all points of the height at that point multiplied by the height at a point displaced 
by (𝑚, 𝑛) from that point. The typical result is a map in the coordinates (𝑚, 𝑛) which is peaked 
at (0,0) and decays as it moves away from the origin as seen in Figure 14b. This is due to height 
correlations in the data. Nearby points are more likely, on average, to have similar values (and 
similar sign), and to add constructively in the average. Points far away are less correlated, and 
tend to average to zero. The RACF is a radial average of the auto-correlation function seen in 
Figure 14c. Both the ACF and RACF were performed for this work in the software Gwyddion [54].  
 For most films, the RACF is well fit with a Gaussian: 𝐺(𝑟) = 𝜎2𝑒−𝑟
2 𝜉2⁄  with σ the RMS 
roughness of the film, and ξ the correlation length, a measure of the average lateral size of 
features on the film. When the surface roughness is dominated by the height variations 
between grains, this average lateral dimension will be a measure of the grain size. By fitting the 
RACF data, σ and ξ can be extracted for each AFM scan. Typically I fix σ to the measured RMS 
roughness, and fit with only ξ as a fitting parameter. Once ξ is determined it can be related to 
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) by 𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 2√2𝑙𝑛2 ξ. In this work, unless otherwise 
stated, I have done RACF analysis on 5X5µm2 AFM scans. This is done to give a large enough 
area of the film that the averages size will be representative without losing too much resolution 
of smaller features.  
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Figure 14: extracting average feature size from AFM data using the radial auto-correlation 
function: a) an AFM image, b) the 2D auto-correlation function applied to this image, c) the 
radial average of the 2D auto-correlation function or RACF. This peak is fit using a Gaussian 
whose FWHM is taken as the average feature size, and whose height is the RMS roughness 
squared. 
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6.2.2 Transport measurements 
 The primary goal of transport measurements is to determine the electronic, and 
superconductive properties of the films. In particular, we are interested in the dependence of 
the film’s resistance on temperature as it is cooled from room temperature to 4.2K. From this 
we can extract both the residual resistivity ratio (RRR) and the superconducting critical 
temperature (TC) of the film.  
6.2.2.1 Resistance vs Temperature Measurement 
 The film is mounted on a copper plate which has a low temperature diode temperature 
sensor(Lakeshore DT-470) connected on the opposite side of the copper plate. Electrical 
contact is made with four probes touching the sample surface. The copper plate is mounted on 
the end of a “dipper” which runs wires for the four probes and temperature sensor to a break-
out-box at the top of the dipper. This dipper is slowly lowered into a liquid helium Dewar over 
the course of about an hour. A temperature gradient exists in the gas above the liquid helium 
surface, and thus the temperature of the film can be decreased in a controlled manner by 
slowly lowering it until the dipper reaches the liquid surface. By lowering slowly we ensure that 
Figure 15: schematic of a four-point resistance measurement on a 
thin film. Separating the voltage and current leads eliminates the 
contact resistance from the measurement. 
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the film and the temperature sensor are equilibrated with the copper plate at all times, so the 
measured resistance corresponds to the measured temperature at all times.   
The resistance of the film is measured in a four-point line configuration shown in Figure 
15. Four probes are arranged equidistant from each other along the middle of the film. A 
current is sourced at the two outer probes, and the voltage is measured on the inner probes. 
The resistance is then computed as 𝑅 = 𝑉 𝐼⁄ . In this configuration, because there is no current 
flowing through the voltage contacts, the contact resistance of the probes touching the film 
surface is not measured, and only the intrinsic resistance of the film is probed. To eliminate 
offset in the voltmeter, a bipolar measurement is made for each data-point; current flows first 
positive and constant while the voltage is measured, and then the current is switched negative 
(with the same magnitude) and held constant as the voltage is measured again. By taking the 
voltage difference over the current difference we get a measured resistance independent of 
voltmeter offset.  
In order to relate this measured resistance to an intrinsic property of the film, we note 
that this is very nearly a Van der Pauw configuration [55]. With probes in a line in the middle of 
a very large film, the measured resistance R is related to the sheet resistance RS of the film by 
𝑅𝑆 =
𝜋
ln (2)
𝑅, which is independent of the probe spacing. This sheet resistance, in turn can be 
related to the film resistivity by 𝜌 = 𝑡 ∙ 𝑅𝑆 with t the film’s thickness. Because our film is finite, 
and our probes come near its edges this calculated sheet resistance will only be accurate within 
about 10%, but this systematic error will be consistent across all films measured with the same 
contact configuration. If the film thickness is known, by direct AFM measurement, or QCM 
calibration, the resistivity can be extracted.  
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The resulting resistance vs temperature curve (RvsT) can be analyzed to extract a 
number of film properties. Because the thickness is needed to acquire the resistivity, and that 
would require etching each film to the substrate and AFMing the step edge, we use a different 
measure to extract equivalent information from the RvsT plot. The residual resistivity ratio (RRR, 
or triple-R) is the ratio of the resistance at 300K to the resistance just before the 
superconducting transition. By taking this ratio all geometric dependence cancels out and we 
have a measure of the fraction of the resistivity due to phonon scattering vs defect scattering. 
The larger the RRR the more the resistance at high temperature was due to unavoidable 
phonon scattering, and less due to defect scattering. Though the resistivity cannot be directly 
extracted from RRR, resistivity and RRR contain similar information about the film.   
The Tc of the film can be extracted from the RvsT by measuring the temperature at 
which the resistance abruptly drops to zero. Typically this occurs over a narrow range of 
temperatures, and great care must be taken to approach the transition very slowly so that as 
many data points as possible are taken during the transition. The start and end temperatures of 
the transition are measured where the resistance first deviates from its T>TC asymptote, and 
where it first settles at zero resistance. I have taken the average value as TC-Mid, the temperature 
at the midpoint of the transition, and if not otherwise specified, this is the TC I am referring to. 
By lowering films into liquid helium we are able to measure TC’s as low as 4.2K. Most of the 
films in this study were superconducting above 4.2K, but when superconductivity is not 
observed we don’t know if it might have superconducted at a lower temperature. 
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7 Film Results 
7.1 Introduction 
One of the primary objectives of this work is to produce highly crystalline films to study the 
effect of film quality on coherence in quantum circuits. This involves primarily the 
characterization of how the morphology and transport of the grown film depends on growth 
parameters, and identifying regimes of growth which look promising for low loss applications. 
By producing highly crystalline films, we hope to reduce defects that arise at amorphous 
substrate-film interfaces. High RRR, and high TC are both indicators of reduced defect scattering, 
which corresponds with a decrease in the influence of grain boundaries, and crystalline or 
chemical defects on transport. Higher TC also corresponds to a larger superconducting gap, and 
hence the reduction of thermally excited quasi-particles. It is also desirable that we achieve 
these objectives with films that are relatively flat, so that they can be easily fabricated into 
testable devices. Flat films would also open up the possibility of producing all-MBE tri-layers 
Josephson junctions out of these films. This would make it possible to replace the amorphous 
Josephson junction dielectric layer with a crystalline barrier eliminating another source of TLS 
driven noise.  
The primary growth variables that were investigated are the type and preparation of the 
substrate, temperature of the substrate during growth, and the reactivity of the nitrogen beam. 
The choice of substrate strongly influences the crystalline orientation of the film, and how large 
crystalline domains on the film can become. TiN is known to grow crystalline and extremely flat 
on MgO substrates to which it is well lattice matched (0.7% mismatch). Achieving similarly flat, 
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highly crystalline growth on sapphire and silicon is more of a challenge due to their lattice 
mismatch with TiN, but if it can be achieved could be profitable due to the low loss of those 
substrates. Along with the titanium flux, which was held fixed for all growths, the nitrogen 
reactivity and substrate temperature control the chemical reaction at the substrate surface. 
Control of this reaction forms the basis for all of the changes in growth morphology and 
electronic transport that we see in films. By varying these parameters from growth to growth 
we can map the changes in film properties and optimize the growth parameters. Secondary 
studies into the effects of substrate conditioning have also been performed. 
7.2 TiN Growth on Sapphire 
7.2.1 Growth Variables 
 Growths on A-plane and C-plane sapphire were conducted with temperatures ranging 
from 38°C to 1040°C, with the best films coming at high temperature. Most growths were 
performed with a relative nitrogen reactivity (RAN) of 1, at a thickness of about 1300Å, using 
the substrate mask to start the growth. Additional investigations into the effect of lowering the 
reactivity of the nitrogen plasma, changing the film thickness and changing substrate shuttering 
were all conducted at high temperatures where the best results had been obtained in the 
primary growth series. Lower RAN showed a transition to a different growth morphology with 
low RRR and no observed superconductivity. Variations on the substrate masking procedure to 
avoid contamination from the substrate mask showed improvements in transport properties. 
Films grown thinner than 1300Å showed a decrease in RRR, and reduction in TC. 
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7.2.2 Effect of Growth Temperature 
7.2.2.1 Morphology 
 The overall morphology of films on sapphire substrates remains the same for almost all 
growth parameters, and both substrate orientations. For all films above 500°C RHEED shows a 
3-fold symmetric pattern on substrate rotation, and XRD shows only peaks corresponding to 
the (111)-TiN orientation. This indicates a strong registry to the substrate for both in-plane and 
out-of-plane orientation. Streaks in RHEED show angled and split features called chevrons 
Figure 16: AFM images of TiN grown on A-plane Sapphire. All images are 1μm across and have 
a vertical height scale of 8nm. 
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which are seen in Figure 18. This is consistent with refraction of the RHEED beam through 
faceted structures on the surface of the film [56] [57]. AFM results for all films on A-plane and 
C-plane sapphire show a granular structure for all temperatures. Neither the grain size, nor the 
RMS roughness are correlated significantly with temperature. RMS roughness is below 3nm for 
all films, and average grain size, as measured by the radial auto-correlation function, varies 
between 25 and 65 nm.  
Figure 17: TiN films grown on C-plane sapphire. Images are 1μm across and the total height 
scale is 10nm. The top row consists of growths under standard conditions. The bottom two 
rows show the results of variations on the standard growths. 
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At temperatures in excess of 950°C films begin to show small, evenly distributed, pits 
across the surface visible in AFM. These pits are about 10nm deep, 50nm across and have 
appear to have crystalline side-walls formed by the edges of the grains bordering the pit. Many 
of these pits also follow angled lines across the substrate and form wedged or triangular shapes 
suggesting some registry to the underlying substrate lattice. These pits are likely formed due to 
the increase in the surface diffusion rate at high temperatures, and the difference in the 
diffusion barrier for Ti along the 100 and 111 surfaces of TiN. Simulations conducted by Gall et 
al. estimate the diffusion barrier for Ti along the 100, and 111 directions to be 0.35eV and 
1.74eV respectively [58]. Thus, because our films are 111 oriented, a 100 side-wall will present 
a much lower barrier to diffusion across the surface, than the 111 surface at the top of the grain. 
Because of this, a Ti atom deposited inside the pit may easily find its way out, but atoms moving 
along the 111 top surface will not easily make their way down into the pit. This leads to a lower 
growth rate along the side-walls of the pit and a tendency to increase the height difference 
over time.   
Figure 18: angled “chevrons” in the RHEED 
pattern of f245 consistent with a faceted 
surface structure. 
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The c-axis spacing of the film, as determined by the 111, and 222 peaks in XRD, 
increases with temperature as shown in Figure 20 and Figure 23. At low temperature (500°C) 
the c-axis spacing is reduced from the bulk value by as much as 0.5%. At temperature above 
900°C the c-axis spacing approaches the bulk value. The lattice constant of TiN is known to be 
lowered from the stoichiometric value when the nitrogen content deviates from perfect 
stoichiometry [42]. Additionally, TiN is known to change color as excess nitrogen is introduced; 
it is golden yellow at stoichiometry, and brown with excess nitrogen. This color difference was 
observed in this work with low growth temperatures yielding brown films and high temperature 
giving golden yellow as shown in Figure 19. Taken together these results are consistent with a 
thermally driven process at the substrate surface during growth. The exact nature of what is 
occurring at the substrate surface in unknown, but it seems to correspond to an activation 
energy barrier for the removal of excess nitrogen which is overcome at high temperatures. 
Given that kT at 1000°C is only 0.11eV, and the films appear to be stoichiometric at that 
temperature, we can conclude the activation energy for this reaction is on the order of 0.1eV in 
Figure 19: Change in film color with growth temperature for TiN films on Sapphire.  
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order for temperature to have a significant impact on nitrogen incorporation. This could 
correspond to the energy required to break a bond to the surface, or may simply correspond to 
increasing diffusion rate of atoms across the surface enough that the excess nitrogen atoms are 
more likely to bind together and leave the surface as N2 molecules.  
7.2.2.2 Transport 
 Transport measurements shown in Figure 22 show strong temperature dependence. At 
low temperature RRR is less than two. RRR increases significantly for growth temperatures 
above 700°C leveling off at around 9 for films grown at 1000°C. Tc increases following a similar 
Figure 20: shift in the 222 TiN peak with increasing growth temperature on 
A-plane sapphire. Shift in location  
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trend leveling off at around 5.7K for films grown at 1000°C. Films grown below 600°C were not 
observed to superconduct above 4.2K, the lower limit of our measurement system. These 
results suggest that, despite the morphological similarity, there is a substantial reduction in the 
amount of defect scattering in films grown at high temperature. This correlates with the 
reduced excess nitrogen in the film and may indicate the super-stoichiometric nitrogen atoms 
as a source of scattering.  
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Figure 21: RvsT curves for TiN films on c-plane sapphire. Resistance is scaled to 
one at 300K. High RRR is observed as lower resistance at low temperature, and 
TC is the temperature at which the resistance drops to zero.  
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Figure 22: The dependence of a)RRR and b)TC on growth temperature for TiN 
grown on A-plane and C-plane sapphire under standard growth parameters. 
RAN=1 (300W, 0.3sccm), 1300Å, Substrate mask used to start growth. 
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7.2.3 Reduced Nitrogen Reactivity 
~1000°C is the upper limit of safe operation for our substrate heater. Given that we 
seem to be seeing a dramatic improvement in film quality correlated with reduced nitrogen 
content, we sought to investigate the further reduction in nitrogen by reducing the amount of 
activated nitrogen supplied during growth. One film was grown at ~950°C on each A-plane and 
C-plane sapphire substrates at RAN = 0.75 to investigate a lower nitrogen regime. 
 
Figure 23: Dependence of the c-axis spacing on growth temperature. Measured from the 111-
TiN peaks in XRD. 
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Figure 24: Additional growth variations. a) shows the effect on RRR and b) the effect on the 
lattice constant. 
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Figure 25: Additional growth variations. a) shows the effect on TC, and b) is a close up of the 
boxed region in a. 
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7.2.3.1 Morphology 
AFM of these two films are shown as f201 in Figure 16(A-plane) and f287 in Figure 17(C-
plane). On A-plane sapphire the morphology is largely similar to the typical granular 
morphology, but has very large pits distributed periodically across the film surface. These pits 
are also ringed with significantly larger grains than the rest of the film. On C-plane sapphire a 
very interesting morphology presented itself. The film consists of very large, flat domains as 
much as 1μm in length separated from each other by deep trenches(>5nm). Both of these films 
maintained 3-fold symmetry in RHEED and show only the 111 orientation in XRD indicating they 
remain registered to the substrate. Interestingly, the location of the 111 peak fits the same 
trend established by the films at RAN=1. Despite the significant reduction in the amount of 
activated nitrogen at the surface, the same amount was incorporated into the film at high 
temperature. This suggests that we are limited by the Ti rate at high temperature and a range 
of growth parameters may be possible where excess nitrogen will not enter the film.  
These low nitrogen supply morphologies seem to be continuations of the pits which 
developed on the RAN=1 films at high temperatures. Titanium atoms alone have a lower 
diffusion barrier across TiN surfaces than Ti-N molecules: 0.35eV compared to 
0.88eV(calculated only for 100 surfaces) [59]. Thus, by reducing the nitrogen present at the 
surface we have exacerbated the condition which led to small pits at high temperature on the 
RAN=1 films. Ti atoms are able to diffuse over larger distances, which leads to the extremely 
large grains formed on the C-plane film, but also lets them escape the pits formed at grain 
boundaries more easily leading to deep tranches between grains.  
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7.2.3.2 Transport 
Unfortunately, the transport on these films was poor, with RRR less than 2 for both films. 
The superconducting transitions are very broad beginning at temperatures higher than 5K, but 
not completing before 4.2K, the lower limit of our measurement setup. This significant 
reduction compared to films at similar temperatures is likely due to poor transport through the 
deeper grain-boundaries found on these films. Despite the larger grain sizes, and similar 
crystallographic properties to films at similar temperatures, it seems that the grain boundaries 
through which electrons and cooper-pairs must tunnel are more significant in these films 
leading to poorer transport. This is likely related, again, to the difference in the surface 
diffusion barrier between the crystallographic orientations of TiN. Because Ti atoms are more 
mobile on the 100 surfaces of the side-walls, grains will grow upwards much faster than they 
grow laterally. This leads to grains that do not grow into and contact each other well, and 
therefore impede transport. 
7.2.4 Effect of Substrate Conditioning 
At a point late in this series of growths it was determined that the method used to mask 
the substrate before and after the growth was causing degradation in the substrate RHEED 
pattern before the growth started as discussed in 5.3.2.This was likely caused by material 
adsorbed onto the mask being redeposited onto the substrate when the substrate was brought 
to high temperatures before the growth. Because of an issue with the Ti cell shutter it was not 
possible, at this point, to use the cell shutters alone to start and stop deposition, so a 
workaround was found. The shutters were opened with Ti at 1200°C and the plasma source was 
turned on, exposing the substrate to the plasma. Then the Ti cell was ramped to 1500°C over 
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7.5min to start the growth. Changing the masking procedure in this way yielded significant 
improvements in RRR and modest improvements in TC without significantly changing the 
growth morphology. 
It has been noted in Al resonators grown on sapphire that substrate preparation has a 
significant impact on resonator Q [32]. By annealing the substrate in an oxygen environment 
the substrate is better prepared for growth. This may be due to the elimination of oxygen 
impurities in the Al2O3 substrate or the further cleaning of organic residues on the surface. 
While our chamber is not equipped to operate at such high pressures with oxygen, we are able 
to expose the substrate to an oxygen beam at an elevated temperature. Additionally, exposure 
of the substrate to a nitrogen plasma at elevated temperatures was tested to see if this could 
achieve a similar effect. Both of these surface treatments led to improvements in RRR and a 
slight increase in Tc with no significant change in morphology. Both the cleanliness and the 
crystallinity of the substrate-film interface are important to producing high Q resonators, so 
identifying treatments which improve this interface is helpful.   
7.2.5 Effect of Film Thickness 
Variations on film thickness were attempted for films at high temperature on A-plane 
and C-plane substrates. The results discussed above were all about 1300Å thick. For films grown 
on A-plane and C-plane sapphire grown at temperatures between 900°C and 1050°C a trend of 
decreasing TC and RRR is observed as the thickness is decreased from 1300Å shown in Figure 26. 
RRR is reduced below two for the thinnest films; however, superconductivity is present with TC 
above 4.2K for all films in this series including the thinnest, 50Å thick films. TC varies more 
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slowly with film thickness which is consistent with expectations; until the thickness is low 
enough to make scattering at the surface a large contributor, TC should not strongly depend on 
thickness. RRR is reduced as the thickness decreases due to the effect of scattering off of grain 
boundaries. As the thickness decreases, the cross-sectional area of the boundaries decreases 
while their thickness remains the same. Thus the temperature-independent resistance of these 
grain boundaries increases lowering RRR.  
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Figure 26: Change in a) RRR and b) TC with changing TiN film thickness on both A-
plane and C-plane sapphire. 
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7.3 TiN Growth on Silicon 
7.3.1 Growths on (100)-Silicon 
 On 100 silicon we have grown over a range of temperatures and nitrogen reactivities. 
Overall the substrate temperature seems to dominate with little effect of nitrogen activity. 100 
substrates proved very sensitive to exposure to the nitrogen plasma, roughening significantly. 
Films grown on these roughened surfaces were only weakly oriented showing rings in RHEED 
and weak peaks in XRD corresponding to both 100 and 111 orientations. Various attempts to 
limit the exposure of the substrate to activated nitrogen before the growth were mostly 
ineffective. 
7.3.1.1 Substrate Plasma Exposure 
As this work largely followed the work on sapphire we were aware of the potential 
issues with substrate masking, so most of these films were started by ramping the Ti cell up to 
temperature with some exposure to the activated nitrogen beam at the start of the growth. 
Additionally, because of the 2X1 surface reconstruction encountered above 800°C, in order to 
consistently compare high and low growth temperatures, films grown at low temperatures 
were typically annealed to high temperature, then ramped down to growth temperature where 
the surface maintained a 2X1 reconstruction.  
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 For early films in this series, the substrate was intentionally exposed to the activated 
nitrogen beam for 10 min before the Ti cell was ramped up. This was done in part because 
some exposure was inevitable with this masking scheme, but also because of improvements 
seen on sapphire when the substrate was exposed to the plasma. However, it became apparent 
that this exposure was significantly impacting substrate RHEED, and films were not very 
crystalline. To investigate the effect of activated nitrogen on the substrate surface, a substrate 
was exposed to the nitrogen beam for half an hour at 500°C. This substrate was then removed 
from vacuum and analyzed by AFM. This treatment significantly roughened the substrate 
surface creating large pits as deep as 24nm, and granular features 50nm across. The nitridized 
substrate was significantly rougher than the cleaned substrate before it was loaded as seen in 
Figure 27–b) and c), which may explain the poor crystallinity of these films. Further films were 
attempted using the substrate mask again, but 5cm away from the substrate instead of <1cm, 
and using less reactive plasmas at the start of the growth. Ultimately none of these made 
significant difference. The substrate RHEED was still observed to degrade with the mask near 
Figure 27: AFM images of the surface condition of (100) Si substrates a) as received from 
vendor, b) after standard cleaning procedure with NH4OH and BOE(RMS roughness 360pm), 
and c) after a cleaned wafer was brought to 500°C and exposed to the nitrogen plasma at 
300W for 30 min(RMS roughness 4.85nm).  
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the substrate at the start of the growth, and films remained weakly oriented showing only rings 
in RHEED.  
7.3.1.2 Morphology 
Overall films grown on 100 silicon generally show weak 100 and 111 peaks in XRD, and 
rings in RHEED consistent with only weakly oriented films. AFM reveals only granular films. At 
high temperature films are flatter, but the grain size is comparable. Large undulations and pits 
Figure 28: AFM images of TiN grown on Si-100 as a function of growth temperature and RAN. 
White dots in the image indicate the precise growth parameters for that growth. All images 
are on a 50nm height scale and 1μm across. 
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are seen for films grown at low temperature with low RAN which are similar in size to the pits in 
the nitrogen treated substrate, but much deeper.  
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Figure 29: Transport measurements on 100-Si. a) shows RRR and b) Tc as a function of 
temperature. The RAN = 0.77 film was grown after the Ti shutter was fixed. 
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7.3.1.3 Transport  
Transport measurements show that TC has a temperature dependence similar to films 
on sapphire reaching as high as 5.8K at 867°C somewhat higher than the 5.5K on sapphire at 
the same temperature. This may be explained by the relatively larger grains for films grown on 
100 Si compared to high temperature sapphire. RRR is lower than growths on sapphire peaking 
at only 6.6 and decreasing with decreasing growth temperature and RAN.  
7.3.1.4 Improved Shuttering 
 After most of these films were grown, the chamber was vented and, among other 
repairs, the Ti cell shutter was fixed. This allowed for a better shuttering procedure in which 
both the Ti and nitrogen plasma entirely blocked before the growth and opened precisely to 
start the growth. This prevents unwanted contamination from the substrate mask, and 
prevents the bare substrate from being exposed to the plasma. This masking technique was 
used effectively for all of the growths on 111-Si, but returning to 100-Si for one film 
demonstrated remarkable improvements in the registry of the film to the substrate and 
improved morphology and transport. This film, f297 in Figure 28, was 100-oriented,  showing 
two-fold symmetry in RHEED and strong 100-peaks in XRD. AFM of the low temperature film 
shows grains which are large, flat-topped squares and rectangles.  
7.3.2 Growth on (111)-Silicon 
 Because of the strong reaction between silicon-100 substrates and the nitrogen plasma 
source, as well as the observed preference for growth in the 111 direction on sapphire 
substrates, we pursued growth on Si-111 substrates. These have the same advantages as 100-Si 
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with respect to processing, but have the added benefit of exposing a triangular surface lattice. 
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) has a hexagonal phase which may form a more coherent interface with 
111-silicon than it does with 100-silicon.  Additionally since the 111-TiN direction is preferred, 
due to the higher diffusion barrier on that surface, a substrate with an underlying lattice more 
conducive to growth in this direction should yield more crystalline films. In our growths on 111-
Si we confirmed both of these suppositions: 111-Si reacts much less dramatically with the 111-
Si surface producing no additional roughness compared to a cleaned substrate before plasma 
treatment. Further, TiN films grown on 111-Si at high temperatures form extremely large, 
oriented grains which have produced the highest Tc and RRR observed in this work. In fact, this 
has produced thin films with TC higher than is reported for any thin film growth method, 
matching TC’s reported for bulk crystals. 
7.3.2.1 Substrate Nitridization 
 111-oriented silicon is nitridized much more cleanly than 100-Si. The results of a one 
hour plasma anneal on the 111 surface are seen in Figure 30. The root of this is the nature of 
the silicon-nitride (Si3N4) lattice and how it deforms from the Si lattice. The Si lattice in the 111 
direction consists of a triangular net of double-layers. The primary layer is a triangular net 3.84Å 
on a side, and the secondary layer consists of atoms displaced by 0.784Å in the z-direction and 
filling the center of every other triangle in the primary lattice. Each double layer is separated 
from the next plane by 3.136Å in the z-direction. β-Si3N4 has a hexagonal crystal lattice 
structure with a plane in the 111 direction consisting primarily of a triangular array of nitrogen 
atoms, with three Si atoms oriented around every sixth triangle. The location of the Si atoms 
changes with each atomic layer with every other layer within a different set of nitrogen atoms. 
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The location of Si atoms in Si3N4 can be achieved from a simple deformation of the Si lattice as 
seen in Figure 31.  Three of every four Si atoms in the array are pulled together into smaller 
triangles resulting in an array with primary locations separated by 7.595Å and each primary 
location consisting of three Si atoms separated by 3.10Å. Though distorted from the Si-111 
plane, this lattice remains coherent over large distances with a lattice mismatch of only 1% 
between Si-111 and Si3N4. However, in deforming the lattice, the double-layers of the Si-111 
direction are separated to form the planes of Si3N4 with alternating Si locations. These planes 
are separated by 1.45Å. Additionally every fourth Si atom in the lattice is missing from the Si3N4 
lattice. This will results in an expansion in the c-axis of the substrate as these atoms move 
outward to form new lattice planes. In the 111 direction it is relatively easy for the lattice to 
expand, and it can take up nitrogen with a small distortion to the top layers of the substrate. 
However, for 100-oriented Si, the lattice change will still prefer to occur along the 111-direction. 
There are four equivalent directions this could happen(along the four diagonals of the cubic 
Figure 30: Si(111) substrates with a) standard cleaning and b) in-situ plasma treatment: 
300W at 800°C for one hour. Total height scale 1nm. 
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lattice) and this is likely what causes the significant roughening observed with Si-100 substrates. 
Here the expansion occurs at an angle to the substrate surface and the substrate will be trying 
to expand into itself causing the significant roughening seen in Figure 27.  
 
Figure 31: a) and b) show the 111-silicon lattice planes from the side and top down 
respectively. c) and d) show the coherent deformation of the Si-111 lattice into the Si3N4 
lattice: the double-layers of the silicon lattice are separated, and the triangular array of 
each layer is deformed. Positions of atoms in d) are accurate to the lattice constants of 
each material indicating the very small lattice mismatch of 1%.   
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7.3.2.2 Morphology 
 By changing the growth temperature we go through several distinct film morphologies. 
At low temperature films are granular, show only weak peaks in XRD and rings in RHEED. This is 
consistent with weakly oriented polycrystalline grains, and similar to what was seen on 100 Si. 
At high temperatures extremely large, flat topped triangular grains form. These show strong 
registry to the substrate with three-fold symmetry in RHEED and show strong peaks 
corresponding to the 111-TiN orientation and weak or non-existent 100 peaks. These films 
show extremely large grains with large height variations between them. Increased RAN at high 
temperature reduces both grain size and height variation. At intermediate temperatures mixed 
morphologies are present with large triangular grains surrounded by smaller granular features. 
Films at intermediate temperature are flat and show registry to the substrate in the 111 
direction in both RHEED and XRD indicating that even the small grains here are well oriented to 
the substrate. For a small range of temperature around 700°C with low RAN, films have large 
area grains but are significantly flatter than at high temperatures. In this region grains are 
extended and show favored angles for grain edges, but are not triangular as they are at high 
temperature. These films are grown at about 30% of the melting point of TiN (3200K), which is 
close to the expected 3 8⁄  rule for flat epitaxial growth [52].  
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 These morphological changes show both the effect of temperature and nitrogen 
reactivity on the growth. The dominant effect is that on the kinetics of deposited surface atoms 
during growth. At low temperature the surface mobility is too low and atoms cannot rearrange 
into low energy positions. The result is weakly oriented polycrystalline grains. At intermediate 
temperatures the average thermal energy is high enough to overcome the surface diffusion 
energy and atoms are able to move to more energetically favorable locations. However, films 
Figure 32: AFM images of TiN grown on Si-111 as a function of growth temperature 
and nitrogen reactivity. White dots in the image indicate the precise growth 
parameters for that growth. All images are on a 50nm height scale and each scan is 
1μm across. The Tc and then the RRR is listed for each film. 
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remain flat, indicating that atoms do not yet have the thermal energy required to diffuse up 
step-features and form large three-dimensional features. At high temperatures, large three-
dimensional grains indicate diffusion up step edges has become possible. Additionally, the large 
grains are likely formed as the result of a ripening process where small grains shrink and their 
atoms accumulate on growing larger grains. Energetically, this ripening process would favor 
arbitrarily large grains consisting of all deposited atoms in a single crystal, so the finite size 
indicates a limitation due to kinetics. Atoms are not mobile enough to form one large crystal 
during the time of the growth. Increased RAN at high temperature shrinks both the lateral and 
vertical size of grains. Grain size and film roughness become comparable to intermediate 
temperature films. This is likely due to a decreased mobility of Ti atoms on the surface. 
Simulations of atomic transport across TiN surfaces have shown a dramatic decrease in the 
mobility as Ti atoms are bound with N atoms on the surface [59]. Ti-N molecules, which will 
form at a higher rate with more N atoms present have a higher diffusion barrier than isolated Ti 
atoms.  
 The c-axis spacing of these films, as measured by XRD, must be interpreted in light of 
their differing morphology. There are only weak dependences of the c-axis spacing on growth 
temperature with a large amount of scatter. This indicates a significant difference in the growth 
mode compared to growth on sapphire. There is a dependence on RAN but only for low 
temperature films of the granular morphology. Intermediate temperature films with mixed 
morphologies show some dependence on RAN, but the temperature increase has moved them 
to higher strain overall, contrasted with the reduced strain seen in sapphire films. High 
temperature films show little dependence on RAN. The lack of dependence on RAN would 
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suggest that, at high temperature, this deviation in the c-axis spacing is not the result of 
additional nitrogen being incorporated into the film, but rather increased strain in the film. This 
strain may be due to the meeting of the large crystalline grains with the substrate. This 
interpretation is corroborated by the fact that strain is reduced for films with higher RMS 
roughness, where the strain is more relaxed the farther from the substrate the crystal grows.   
 It is interesting to see that the triangular grains have a preferred orientation. While a 
film deposited onto a triangular surface lattice would have two acceptable orientations with 
each atom filling half of the triangles, either “up” or “down”, there would be no preferred 
orientation; grains at different parts of the film would be randomly up or down as in Figure 33 a. 
Figure 33: a) two grains meeting on a triangular lattice, each film lattice occupies 
every other void in the substrate lattice, but the two grains are displaced by one 
lattice site. b) the 111 plane of Si energetically favors one direction due to the 
second plane of atoms just below the surface which leads to a preferred grain 
orientation. 
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However on the 111-Si surface there is a double-layer, such that one set of triangles has 
another Si atom just below the surface plane as in Figure 33 b. The extra atom makes a film 
atom less likely to fill that triangle and so one orientation of triangles is preferred. This is likely 
part of why grains are able to grown so large on this substrate: with each grain preferring the 
same orientation, grains will more easily combine as they grow into each other.  
7.3.2.3 Transport 
Transport properties of these films are dominated by the morphology. Films with a 
granular morphology have low RRR and TC, while large-grain films, even those achieved at low 
temperature, have high RRR and high TC. These films have the highest TC’s of any studied in this 
work, peaking at 6.1K, exceeding even values reported for bulk TiN. RRR is also very high for 
most of these films, peaking at 21. For crystalline films TC shows no direct dependence on 
growth parameters, but increases slightly as the c-axis lattice spacing deviates from the bulk 
value. It is possible this slight increase is caused by the strain in the film, an effect which has 
been observed in other thin film materials [60]. This might explain the measured TC’s slightly 
exceeding the bulk value. RRR is observed to drop in high temperature films with large height 
variations depending roughly linearly on the RMS roughness of the film. This is likely due to the 
drop in the effective film thickness as more of the film volume is in tall pillars where it does not 
contribute to lateral transport, making scattering at grain-boundaries more significant. This is 
not observed to significantly reduce TC, likely because the coherence length within the tall 
grains remains large.  
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7.3.2.4 Variations with Time 
As was noted in section 4.2.2, it is common for an MBE chamber after bake to require 
several growths to recover to its condition before a vent. This has an impact on the quality of 
films grown as residual contaminants are slowly removed from the chamber. A bake was 
undertaken just before the work on 111-Si started, so a few of the early films, such as f278 and 
f280 had reduced Tc and RRR. In returning to these same growth parameters later, an 
interesting trend was observed. Later films grown at 1000°C, RAN = 1 and RAN = 0.75 showed 
larger and taller grains than earlier films as seen in Figure 34. This trend looks similar to the 
Figure 34: Variations in morphology over time for films grown on Si-111 at 1000°C. 
Increased lateral and vertical feature sizes are consistent with increased adatom 
mobility due to reduced residual chamber contamination. 
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trend observed moving to lower RAN, where the reduced RAN increased the mobility of 
deposited atoms. It is likely that some residual contaminant, was lowering adatom mobility on 
the growth surface in early films, and has slowly been pumped from the chamber for later films. 
This effect has been observed to continue effecting film morphology for some time after 
growth, though not the transport properties. This effect may account for the dramatically 
improved morphology for later films grown at 700°C, where in earlier films at higher and lower 
temperatures are both more granular. This indicates that crystalline growth modes are 
extremely sensitive to anything that reduces mobility, especially at the start of the growth.  
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Figure 35: Transport measurements growth on 111-Si. a) shows RRR and b) Tc as a function 
of temperature and RAN. A large amount of scatter is observed in RRR at high temperature 
which is driven by morphological variations. TC generally increases with temp, but this is also 
morphologically driven: crystalline films at low temperatures have TC just as high as high 
temp films. 
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Figure 36: C-axis spacing of TiN grown on 111-Si dependence on growth temperature and 
RAN. Large scatter at high temperatures, some RAN dependence at low temperatures in the 
granular morphology. 
Figure 37: Correlation between TC and the 111 Lattice spacing for TiN grown on 111-Si. For 
more crystalline morphologies TC is very high and increases as the lattice spacing deviates 
from the bulk value. Less crystalline morphologies also tend to drive TC down. 
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Figure 38: Correlations between RRR, 111 lattice spacing and the RMS roughness of the film 
for the various morphologies. For the tall-triangular morphology increased roughness, 
which corresponds to taller crystalline domains, both reduces RRR and relieves strain to the 
substrate. Other morphologies have lower roughness and are only weakly correlated with 
RMS roughness. 
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8 Device Processing 
Films grown by the techniques described above have been patterned into resonators to 
perform microwave loss measurements. The device structure of these resonators is very simple 
and requires only one processing step to complete. The process needed is simply to isolate 
planar resonator traces from the ground plane by etching trenches into the film. This can be 
accomplished by ultraviolet(λ=430nm) or deep-ultraviolet(λ=240nm) optical lithography. First 
depositing a protective mask onto the film and then etching the film in the unprotected regions.  
By limiting the processing to one etch step we reduce the exposure of the film to 
potential contaminants involved in processing. Masking is accomplished with photoresist and 
each time photoresist is applied to and removed from the film there is a possibility of residues 
being left on the film, which are often difficult to detect and remove especially when they are 
repeatedly baked onto the film by successive exposures. Processing may also cause changes in 
the surface chemistry of the film as it is exposed to the chemicals necessary to develop 
photoresist and etch the film. These surface residues may cause loss at microwave frequencies 
which is not intrinsically due to the film properties, and obscures the inherent properties of the 
material.  
In general, for an etch process to be viable, it must be selective against the masking 
material. That is to say, it must etch the masking material much more slowly than the film. TiN 
is chemically very stable, so strong etch chemistries are required, and mask materials which can 
hold up to those etches are also required. Two general etching methods have been used: wet 
chemical etching, and dry etching. Wet chemical etching is performed by simply putting the 
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masked film in a chemical solution for a time to let the etch fluid react with and carry away the 
film material. Dry etching, typically performed in a reactive ion etcher (RIE), combines physical 
and chemical processes by ionizing an etch gas in a plasma and accelerating these ions towards 
the film. High energy ions may react with the film on contact forming compounds with high 
vapor pressure which will evaporate off of the surface. Additionally ions impacting the surface 
can physically eject, or sputter, film atoms from the surface. The combination of physical and 
chemical etching makes the RIE a very powerful instrument.  
The relative advantages of dry etching are that it can be tuned between physical and 
chemical etching by changing the power of the plasma power, gas ratios, and the overall 
pressure. This allows the selectivity of the etch to be changed. A more physical etch, dominated 
by sputtering, may be advantageous in cases where the film material is very chemically stable, 
because any material can be etched this way. Dominantly physical RIE etches are also highly 
anisotropic, etching more quickly vertically than horizontally. This can be useful in preventing 
undercut during the etch. However, a completely physical etch makes masking more difficult. 
Dominantly chemical RIE etches can make the process much more selective, but it is more 
difficult to find the specific gas ratios required to etch a given material. The disadvantage of dry 
etching is that it involves high energies which may physically or chemically damage the side-
walls of the etched film or the substrate.  
8.1 Device Geometry 
The device geometry used to probe microwave loss in this work is a frequency-
multiplexed quarter-wave transmission-line resonators shown in Figure 39. Each resonator is 
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shorted to the ground-plane at one end forming a node in the electric field, and open at the 
other forming an anti-node in the electric field, so one quarter of a wavelength will fit in the 
length of the resonator. The fundamental frequency of the resonator is determined by its 
length 𝑙 as 𝑓0 = 𝑐 4𝑙⁄ , with c the speed of light. Each resonator is capacitively coupled to a 
microwave feed-line. This allows multiple resonators to be patterned on a chip and measured 
with the same on-chip microwave connections greatly improving measurement throughput. By 
adjusting the microwave drive frequency each resonator can be probed uniquely. The 
multiplexed resonators have a fundamental frequency f0 around 5GHz with a 200MHz 
separation between their fundamental frequencies. For a resonator with even a relatively poor 
Q of 1000, the width of a resonant peak is Δ𝑓 = 𝑓0 𝑄⁄ = 5 ∗ 10
6, forty times smaller than the 
separation between resonances. Thus we can expect to easily distinguish the resonant peaks in 
this design.  
Figure 39: Schematic of a half-wave coplanar waveguide resonator. Gold areas are 
TiN film, gray are etched to the substrate. Several resonators are multiplexed on a 
single feed line. 
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8.2 Patterning   
Patterning for etch masks is performed by first spin-coating the wafer with photoresist. 
The wafer is then mounted in an optical mask aligner in contact with a chrome-metal mask. The 
chrome mask contains the pattern to be transferred to the photoresist. It is open where the 
photoresist will be exposed and chrome covered where photoresist will remain unexposed. 
After being exposed to ultraviolet light, the photoresist can be developed away where it was 
exposed. The film may then be etched with the mask protecting areas where the film will 
remain. Once the etch is done the photoresist mask is removed with solvents, and the device 
processing is complete.  
Depending on the etch chemistry, a photoresist mask may not be enough to protect the 
film during the etch. If a stronger material is needed to mask the etch, a lift-off photoresist can 
be deposited. This typically entails a bi-layer resist stack where the under-layer is developed 
much more readily than the top layer. This creates a set-back in the profile of the pattern which 
prevents materials deposited on the photoresist from accumulating on the side-walls of the 
photoresist. Without this, the deposited mask would encapsulate the photoresist and prevent it 
from being removed. The lift-off photoresist is exposed to the inverse pattern on the chrome 
mask, and developed. The mask material is then deposited into the developed regions, and 
when the photoresist is removed the mask material coats the film in the areas we want to stay 
after the etch. Once the etch is complete, the mask material must be etched off of the film, so 
mask materials must have an etch which is highly selective against the film material so that it 
can be removed without damaging the film.    
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8.3 Etching 
Dry etching was for this work was performed with a reactive ion etcher (RIE). Two 
different RIE etch chemistries were used. The first was a CF4/O2 etch at 50mTorr and 150W. The 
flow rates were 35sccm for CF4 and 5sccm for O2. A photoresist layer (PMMA A4), and a lift-off 
aluminum mask were both used successfully to mask for this etch. This recipe etches TiN at a 
rate of 10Å/s. A variation on this etch without O2 was successful in etching TiN, but left a 
residue which could not be removed. This residue was likely a fluorocarbon re-deposition from 
the reaction of CF4 with the photoresist. The O2 in the etch prevents this redeposition from 
occurring. This etch terminates at the sapphire substrate surface, but etches Si at a rate much 
faster than TiN leading to substantial over-etch into the substrate as seen in Figure 40. While an 
over-etch can be desirable, substantial roughening of the substrate was observed for this 
process. This is not desirable as it hinders further processing, and may lead to additional defect 
states at the substrate surface. The CF4 etch was used for films processed on sapphire. Films 
processed by our collaborators were etched using a Chlorine RIE. This etch was performed with 
a 2:1 Cl2:BCl3 gas mixture and a 800W plasma for 120sec. The mask for this etch was a UV 
photoresist(Fujifilm OCG 825). The Cl etch was used on films processed on silicon. 
Wet etching of TiN may be performed with a base mixture of 3:7:15 NH4OH:H2O2:H2O at 
60°C [61]. This is the same RCA etch used to clean Si substrates. However, this etch chemistry 
attacks photoresist extremely rapidly, so lift-off SiO2 must be used as the etch mask. While I 
investigated this etch and was successful at etching TiN, the lift-off SiO2 suffered from pinholes 
and the wet etch was able to etch through these to rapidly etch the film beneath, so no 
completed resonators were produced with this process.  
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Though many films were grown and a large number were processed, many films failed 
in processing for a variety of reasons. Notable in this are the high temperature, growths on 111-
Si. These films had the best Tc and RRR measured in this work, but also had significant height 
variations. This made dosage for pattering difficult, and etches non-uniform. Ultimately none of 
the films in this promising regime were made into functional devices.  
Figure 40: SEM image of etched TiN film on Si. 0.6µm trench into the 
substrate moves the substrate-air  interface away from the device E-M 
fields. 
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9 Resonator measurements 
Resonator quality factor (Q) measurements were carried out in the manner discussed in 
section 2.7 in the lab of Irfan Siddiqi of the University of California Berkeley. The fabricated 
devices were brought to ≈ 100mK in a dilution refrigerator, well below the film Tc. A microwave 
signal was applied to the feed line and swept through a range of frequencies around 5GHz to 
find the resonant peaks of the device. Each peak corresponds to a resonator on the multiplexed 
feed line. The resonance is seen as a dip in the transmitted power S21 and a change in phase is 
Figure 41:resonant peak in amplitude and phase for a) high 
power, and b) low power on the 5.405GHz resonator from f294. 
High Q corresponds to a narrower, higher amplitude peak. 
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observed. Each peak is fit to extract the internal Q of the resonator from the total Q of the 
coupled circuit. The resonant peak is measured at steadily lower microwave drive powers down 
into the single photon regime. This region, corresponding, to a single photon excitation of the 
resonator is important for qubit applications where a resonator must coherently store the state 
of a single photon which is transferred from a qubit.  
In total five films have been successfully turned into resonators and measured. Two of 
these films were grown on C-plane sapphire, and three on 111-Si. The results are summarized 
in Table 2. The films on C-plane sapphire are f246 and f256 which were both produced before 
Figure 42: Resonator Q dependence on microwave power for f294. Increase in Q at high 
power is consistent with the saturation of TLS defects. 
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the improvements to the substrate shuttering procedure, and differ mainly in growth 
temperature. f246 was grown at 1038°C and f256 was grown at 678°C. They had Tc of 5.68K and 
4.96K respectively, and RRR of 8.44 and 2.08. f246 was only 1000Å thick which accounts for its 
slightly reduced Tc compared to other films grown at that temperature. These films were 
processed with the CF4 RIE recipe and a photoresist mask. f246 had two working resonators at 
5.08GHz and 5.81GHz with low power Qs of 6*104 and 1.6*10
5 respectively. F256 had three 
working resonators at 4.77GHz, 5.12GHz, and 5.46GHz with low power Q’s of 1*105, 1.3*105 , 
and 1.4*105 respectively. Though five resonators were multiplexed on each chip, several were 
damaged in processing and could not be detected. There does not seem to be much 
dependence on either the growth temperature or the transport properties of these films; both 
show similar Qi at low power, and even the low RRR of f256 did not limit Q in these 
measurements. 
The films on 111-Si were f290, f294, and f295 which had Qi at low power of 1900, 
189,000 and 240,000 respectively. f290 was grown at 985°C and RAN=1.25 while f294 and f295 
were lower temperature growths at 670°C  with RAN = 0.75. f290 had a surface covered in small 
oriented triangular grains, while f294 and f295 had surfaces covered in large flat grains as seen 
in Figure 32. Though the high temperature, low RAN growths, which had the best transport 
properties, such as f288, were difficult to process due to the large height variations, the two 
morphologies which were successfully processed give an interesting comparison. Starting from 
f288 at Tgrowth= 1007°C and RAN = 0.75 we can reach f290 by increasing RAN, or reach f294 by 
decreasing the temperature. Both of these have the effect of reducing the adatom mobility 
which results in flatter, more easily processed films. Both retain a high TC, but RRR is lower than 
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f288. RRR it is reduced more significantly in f290 which has smaller grains. Given the similar 
roughness it is interesting to find such a large difference in resonator Q with f290 around 1800 
and f294 two orders of magnitude above it at 190,000. This may have an explanation in excess 
nitrogen incorporating into f290, however, on sapphire, the low temperature f256 would also 
incorporate more nitrogen and shows no significant deviation from f246.  Qi was observed to 
decrease at low power for all of these films, with a significant impact seen in f294 which is 
shown in Figure 42. This is consistent with the saturation of TLS defects at high power, and it is 
a very promising sign that these methods are conducive to low loss applications. Further, 
because we are at this limit, any changes which impact the distribution of TLS defects should be 
apparent working with these films, so optimizations from this point can be evaluated directly. 
Table 2: Resonator Q measurements summary. 
film Substrate 
Growth 
temp 
(°C) 
RAN TC(K) 
Transition 
Width 
RRR 
Q
i
 low 
power 
Q
i
 high 
power 
f246 C-plane 1038 1 5.68 0.01933 8.44 162000 236000 
f256 C-plane 678 1 4.96 0.021 2.08 140000  
f290 Si(111) 985 1.25 5.98 0.13389 11.63 1900 3300 
f294 Si(111) 678 0.77 6.04 0.06611 16.90 189000 457000 
f295 Si(111) 674 0.77 6.03 0.05027 17.14 240000 440000 
 
 Ultimately, this data is very promising, though not entirely conclusive. While Q of 105 
seems low compared to the best results in TiN which are around 106, it should be noted that 
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these very high Qs came with optimized etch chemistries and a substantial substrate over-etch 
into Si, which is not possible on sapphire substrates. Also for our films on sapphire there is a 
known issue with substrate masking, which we suspect will have a deleterious effect on the 
substrate-film interface, and reduce the Q. Also of note is the large spread seen in Q for these 
devices; this is likely due to processing related variations which may also be limiting Q in even 
the best measured resonators. Similarly, the relatively high failure rate seen with only two or 
three out of five resonators on a chip functioning at all may be indicative of larger processing 
related problems which could impact resonator Q.  Processing details have been shown to have 
a significant effect on resonator Q [40], so these initial Q’s are by no means definitive. Further 
development of processing techniques, and more wafers successfully processed will be key to 
determining whether these resonators are limited by intrinsic properties of the materials, or by 
the processing used upon them.  
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10 Conclusion 
The primary goal of this work, to obtain highly-crystalline growth of high-purity TiN on 
substrates known to have low loss at microwave frequencies, has been achieved. Further the 
results of microwave resonator testing demonstrate low loss which is limited primarily by TLS 
defects at low power. The dependence of film properties on growth parameters has been 
mapped on both sapphire and silicon substrates. On sapphire the dependence of film 
properties on growth temperature was mapped and the reduction of excess nitrogen from the 
film was identified as a driving force for improved film transport and superconductive 
properties. On silicon substrates the dependence of morphology on both temperature and 
nitrogen reactivity was mapped, and film morphology is seen to drive transport properties. 
Highly crystalline films with very large grains were produced on silicon in both a three-
dimensional morphology, and a more practical two-dimensional morphology. These films show 
TC as high as bulk indicating ideal TiN material within the grains and the effect of grain 
boundaries on transport is minimized. Films grown with optimal parameters show low loss in 
resonators, confirming the high quality of this material. Further optimization of both growth 
parameters and processing techniques will be necessary to determine the limits of this 
materials system, but these films show promise for low loss in a variety of device applications.   
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